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3ABSTRACT
Mitsubishi is a famous manufacturer of household appliances. The
Hong Kong distributors of these products invest huge amounts in
marketing activities. As a result of their aggressive advertising
campaigns, the household appliances have overshadowed the image of
Mitsubishi automobiles. Most consumers relate the Mitsubishi brand
name to either heavy industry or household appliances but seldom relate
it to automobiles.
There is also a gap between consumer perceptions and actual quality
of Mitsubishi automobiles. This indicates that past marketing effort
was not effective in positioning the products as high quality luxury
cars.
This business report is a new business plan for Universal Cars
Limited-- Hong Kong distributor of Mitsubishi automobiles. A new
logo is designed to distinguish it from other Mitsubishi product logos.
A new television commercial storyboard is'-also developed for GALANT
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CIIAP` ER I
IN`lRODUC JON
Origination of the Project
Universal Cars Limited launched three new series of Mi.tsubish.i
passenger cars in June 1984. The launching, was supported by a well-
planned and creative advertising campaign. The result of these efforts
was encouraging as the units sales of Universal Cars Limited (Passenger
Car Section) increased from 405 in 1983 to 500 in 1984. However, with
the aggressive marketing effort and huge media spending (Mitsubishi was
the third largest spender in 1984), their market share increased only
from 8% in 1983 to 10% in 1984.
Although Universal Cars Limited has adopted a very aggressive
marketing policy in promoting its Mitsubishi automobiles in 1984, there
is still room for improvement in its overall business policy. At the
beginning of 1985, Universal Cars Limited was going to prepare its new
business strategy, and this pr. o,ject is the proposed 1985 business plan.
Ob jective
The objectives of this project are as follows:
(1) To present an understanding of the company and its history.
(2) To review the previous business plan and assess its
strengths and weaknesses.
(3) To study the external environment and idenytify the
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opportunities and threats confronting by the company.
(4) To develop a new business plan for the company for 1985.
Scope. of Study
The scope of this project will cover on* y Universal Cars Limited
Passenger Car Section. This section is presently responsible for
marketing four new series of Mitsubishi automobiles. All internal and
external environment factors assessed and the business plan developed
in this project are related to the operations of Passenger Car
Section only.
Methodology
The Strategic Management 14OTS-UP Analysis methodology is adopted.
Strategic Management is a new approach in business policy making which
emphasizes the consideration of the effects of the external environment
on the company business. This external environment includes consumers,
competitors, politics, economy, government policy, oil and gasoline
price, general consumer purchasing behavior, new residential pattern as
well as luxury car market. The JOTS-UP Analysis methodology stresses
the identification of strengths and weaknesses of the internal
environment of a business and stresses the determmn tion of
opportunities and threats confronting a business.
Figure 1 presents an overview of this research methodology. The
findings from the internal and external environment will be analyzed
under the light of the company mission, goal and objective. Based on
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats identified from
the analysis, a new 1985 business plan will be developed.
WOTS-UP Analysis is an abbreviation of Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
and Strengths.
FIGU«L 1 Analytical Framework
















A large .amcnnt of data is repuired to support the analys work
according to the analytical framework. Consequently, several data
collection methods are adopted to obtain necessary informiation. These
data collection methods are listed below with the sources and types
of information obtained.
Secondary Data Collection:
(1) Direct observation of automobiles running on roads in different
areas.
popularity of Mitsuhistl1 Passenger cars
popularity of competitors' products
social class of users of Mitsubishi passenger cars
social class of users of competitors' products
usage pattern of users of Mitsubishi passenger cars
usage pattern of users of competitors' products
(2) Review various public magazines.
advertising strategy and tactics of Universal Cars Limited
advertising strategy and tactics of competitors
(3) Review statistical data' avallanle f.rom the Motor Trade
Association of Hong Kong
past sales performance and market share of Universal Cars
Limited
past sales performance and market share of competitors
(4) Review statistical.data available from the Advertising Agency
media spending of Universal Cars Limited
media spending of competitors
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(5) Review newspapers
legal environment of passenger cars selling
govc, rnine» t In t.ervun t ion in passenger cars selling
future economic outlook
Primary Data Collection.:





(2) Structured Interview with the advertising agency AccoL
Executive
previous advertising strategy with rationale
future advertising strategy with rationale
long-term advertising objectives with rationale
(3) Structured Interview with Sine Darby Group Advertising Department
previous advertising strategy with rationale
future advertising strategy with rationale
lone-term advertising objectives with rationale
(4) Unstructured interviews witheneral passenger car users
(20 respondents)
psychological attributes
perceptions about Mitsubishi passenger cars
perceptions about competitors
usage pattern
(5) Unstructured interviews with Mitsubishi passenger car users
10 respondents)
psycological attributes




EXTERNAL EXVIRONMENT -- CONSUNER PROFILE
The need of the consumer is a ma jor external environmentel factor
which defines what a company can sell. It also gives the company a
direction to develop business policies and strategies.This chapter will
discuss why consumers buy private passenger carsa. who the potenial
buyers are. How the buyers make the deicsion. what criteria the beyers
use to evaluate different produats. when the buyers buy automobiles, How
the car users perceive Mitsubishi automobiles.
Types of Consumers
There are four main types of consumers in the passenger car
market. The firstg type is consumers looking for prestigeous,they
regard passenger cars as luxury rather than necessity, and they want to
use the prestige of their passsenger cars to establish their own personal
social status. Therefore, they only buy prestigeous, luxury and high
quality passenger cars. For this reason, their purchases may not
have economic justification.
The second type of consumers is similar to the first type, but they
already possess a luxury passenger car. They may buy a less expensive
passenger car fcr less formal occasions so that their more expensive
luxury passenger cars such as Mercdes Benz and BMW are reserved for
more formal occasions. This type of consumers buys less expensive yet
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comfortable and lu ,-ury Japanese passenger cars as their second car.
The third type i.s consumers looking for cars purely for travelling
and convenie_nCC. This type of consumers may live in suburban
residential areas far fro-,down town and demand private passenger cars
to solve their transportation problems.
The -ILourth type is consumers who on joy driving, they are driving
for fun. They also may not have economic or practical justification in
buying cars.
In actual purchasing situation, a particular consumer may he
classified as one or more types of consumers. He may have various
intent-ions in buying a car. However, due to various external.
environmental factors, there are changes in the psychological attributes
as well as economic feasibility of consumers to own. passenger. cars.
Consequently, the major potential buyers of passenger cars tend to be
the first and second type of consumers.
Psychological Attributes
Recently, various external environmental. factors.affected the
passenger car market seriously. These external environmental factors
included the sharp increase in. import tax., first registration tax,
gasoline price and the weakness of the }tong Kong dollar. These factors
increased the price of new automobiles and other miscellaneous expenses
such as maintenance tremendously.
Moreover, local public transportation systems were significantly
improved in the past few years. Private passenger car is no 'Longer an
economic transportation medium. Most middle to low income families who
have limited income gave up the it private passenger cars. Therefore,
the car demand reduced seriously in the past few years.
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Altllou h, the high price of automobiles has inhibited most
consumers to own private cars, this lli h price has also created a
prestigeous image for automobiles. From now on, the status of private
cars is transformed from' c(nvenicent transportation vehicle to luxury
product, only high income Families call attord to own private passCJ14 er
cars. Cons eecuen tly, private passenger car gradually becomes a symi)ol of
high social status.
Demographic Characteristics
The first and second type of consumers are the major potential
buyers of passenger cars. Their demographic characteristics are
c.la ssif.ied and summarized in the followin para r.ai)ils.
Income Level.
The potential buyers should come from middle to high income
families. Since only families with monthly household income of $20,000
or more can afford to o'n:l a private passenger car in Hong Kong. This is
because of the increased import and registration tax on imported cars,
the expensive oil price as well-as high maintenance and repair cost.
Sex
The usual decision maker and buyer in an automobile purchasing
process is still the male, but the females are playing a more important
role. Now they may be the key influencers in the decision making
process or even the ultimate users. According to statistics, about
20% of passenger car driving license holders in Hong Kong are female.
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Age
The zver:4,e age of the buyers is above 25. This is easily
understandable as most consumers who earn monLly household income of
$20, 000 or more are olders.
Decision Making Process
Automobile buyers usually go through a long decision making process
because of the high cash outflow. This' decision making process may last
for two to three months or even longer. During this process, the
potential buyers collect information about various brands which they
are interested in from the showrooms, direct contacts with the sales
representatives or other public media such as magazines. The
information collected by the buyers are not limited to paper documents.
It also includes opinions of other car users, sales presentations of the
sales representatives as well as product images projected by
advertising. The buyers evaluate these information by different
evaluative criteria which are going to be discussed in the next section.
Evaluative Criteria
The prestigeous status of passenger cars has resulted in the large
demand of high social status prestigeous passenger cars. The potential
buyers are looking for automobiles which have prestigeous image,-
luxury features and elegant appearances. According to t-he experience
of the management of Universal Cars Limited, apart from. luxurious image,
luxury features and elegant appearance contribute 80% of the consumers'
preference towards the product. The importance of these criteria arel
also reflected from the interviews with general. car users.
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Brand Loyalty
Most potential.. buyers are ignorant in car engineering and
technology, therefore the buyers are difficult to evaluate the qua? ity
of the automobiles. Moreover, most buyers' intentions are to own high
social status passenger cars to create the same image for themselves.
Therefore, brand image plays an important role in the decision making
process. Most buyers rely on brand image to judge product quality, and
some famous brands also have high social status. Consequently, buyers
tend to have strong loyalty to brands like Mercedes Benz and BMW.
Purchasing Pattern--- A Cyclical Fluc tuatio
Automobiles sales undergoes a very obvious cyclical
fluctuation throughout a year. The cycle is defined by the Chinese
Lunar New Year which is between January aicid February. Sales figure
reaches the highest point before the Chinese Lunar New Year. After
the Chinese Lunar New Year, sales remains at a low level for six months,
i.e. from February to July. Sales begins to increase in September and
continue for another six months till January when it reaches the highest
point again.
The reason for this cyclical fluctuation is because consumers
receive double pay and annual bonus before the Chinese Lunar New Year,
therefore, the consumers have more discretionary income to buy
expensive durable or luxury goods such as automobiles. Another reason
is because of the fixed car licence fee which is collected at the
beginning of each year. It is more economical for people to buy new
automobiles in January and February so that the buyers can use the
licences for 12 months before they pay the licence fee again.
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Consumer Purchasing Behaviour
The deposits in various banks has been increasing for the past few
months, and the sales of general consumer products remain at low level.
Therefore, the compan.y predicts that the general consumers are saving
money to buy expensive durable and luxurious goods.
New Residential Pattern
Many upper class suburban residential areas have been developing in
Hong Kong. According to TABLE 1, there are rapid population expansions
in Mid-levels, Pok Fu Lam, South of Hong Kong Island and Kowloon Tong.
These areas are far from the down town, so the residents in these areas
would like to use convenient transportation. Private passenger car
is definitely one of their alternatives.
TABLE 1 Domestic Households by Census District
1976 1981 Per cent
Domestic area/district By-census Census increase
24Mid-levels 10,370 2412, 890
10,770Pok Fu Lam 17,513 63
Peak 2,3562, 130 11
Tai Hang 25,670 28,066 9
South 4,915 283)840
28)089 21H o Man Tin 23, 180
7,923 36Kowloon Tong 5,840
Source: Domestic Households by Census District, Hong Kong Monthly
Digest of Statistics, 1984 edition.
Consumer Perception towards Mitsubishi Automobiles
Mitsubishi is well recognized by the general public. Men usually
relate the brand to heavy industries while women usually associate the
brand with electric appliances. Few people relate the brand with
automobiles. This lack of awareness mainly results from the large
advertising budgets of local sole agents of other Mitsubishi products.
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Therefore, people easily associates the Mi tsubishi brand name with other
pr_odi,.jc_ts rather than automrtobi.l_es.
Those genera-cl car users who know that Mitsubishi produces
automobiles are mostly familiar with the LANCER but fey of th em know
about GgLANT and COLT. They also perceive that- Mitsubishi automobiles
are middle-priced cars for middle--income level families and the quality
of Mitsubishi automobiles is :i_nferior to that of Toyota and Honda. The
Mitsubishi passenger car users on the other hand are satisfied with the
quality of their Mitsubishi ziutoimrobiles. Nonetheless these users believe
that the status of Mitsubishi automobiles does not compare favourable
with that of the German cars.
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CHAPTER III
IN ERNAL ENVIRONMENT-- COMPANY PROFILE.
This chapter gives an introduction of the Universal Cars Limited,
its operations and its past business policy. The change of consumer
need discussed in Chapter II has affected the company significantly.
The company management changed the business policy entirely to meet this
new customer need in 1984.
Company Structure
Universal Cars Limited is a subsidiary of Sime Darby Motor Group
which has four main subsidiaries in Hong Kong (FIGURE 2). All their
businesses involve importing automobiles from overseas manufacturers and
sell the automobiles to local consumers. Each subsidaries are operated
independently. Moreover, the Promotions' Manager of Sime Darby Motor
Group is responsible for designing product positionings and advertising
campaigns for these four subsidaries. He therefore is the key marketing
advisor in Universal Cars Limited and Sime Darby Motor Group,
FIGURE 2 Company Dtructure of Sime Darhy Motor Croup
Sime Darby Motor .Trout)
Universal BMW Concessionaires Wallace Harper Milan Motors
Cars Limited (HK) Limited Co. Limited Limited.
(Mitsubishi) (Alfa Romeo)(BMW) (Ford)
Company Business
Universal Cars Ltd. is the sole agent of Mitsubishi automobiles in
Hong Kong. It imports Mitsubishi automobiles from the manufacturer
called Mitsubishi Motors Corporation and sells them under the brand name
Mitsubishi Motors to consumers in Hong Kong and China. It also helps
customers to equip new cars in desired configuration with air-
conditioners and other peripheral ecquipm ennt. Universal Cars Limited
also provides Mitsubishi genuine parts to car owners. Its customer
services department offers repair and maintenance, motor checking and
towing services.
Relations LA with Manufacturer
Universal Cars Ltd. has a well-developed and close relationship
with Mitsubishi Motors Corporation. Despite the fact that the number. of
Mitsubishi passenger cars sold in lEoing Kong every year is insignificant
when compared with other Asian countries, Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
(the manufacturer) still regards Universal Cars Limited as an important
business partner. It is always willing to listen to Universal Cars
Limited or Sime Darby Motor Group's opinions and handles their requests.
There are two major reasons for this special relaitionsb.ip. First,
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Mitsubishi Motors Corporation has a long term business relationship with
Universal Cars Limited and Sime Darby Motor Group. Their top management
staff builds up very good*per_sonal relationships. Second, Mitsubishi
Motors Corporation regards Hong Kong as an important passenger car test
market in Southeast Asia. From past experience, models which have
successful sales in the Hong Kong market will also be successful in
nearby Asian countries.
Organizational Structure
Universal Cars Limited company organizational structure is
illustrated in FIGURE 3. This structure is typical for a sales-oriented
company in. which the sales managers are responsible for sales and
marketing activities. These sales managers are promoted from the sales
representatives. Consequently, they only have limited marketing
management knowledge and concept. The Promotions Manager from Sime
Darby Motors Group will provide marketing advices to Universal Cars
Limited to compensate this weakness.
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FIGURE 3 Organizational Chart of Universal Cars Limited
Managing Director
General Sales Manager
Passenger Car Division Truck Division
Senior Assistant Senior Assistant
Sales Manager Sales Manager
Assistant Sales Assistant Sales
Manager Manager
Sales Representative Sales Representatives
Distribution Channel
Universal Cars Limited sells its passenger cars mainly through its
sales force and sub-dealers. The company also has two passenger car
showrooms. One is at Austin Road, Tsim Sha Tsui. This showroom is
close to main shopping area but its location is not too obvious as there
are not many pedestrians passing by. The other showroom is located in
Aberdeen and is far way prom central of Hong Kong. The company also has
subdealer in the New Territories-- Yuen Long Motors Company.
The head office of Universal Cars Limited is located in Castle Peak
Road, Tsuen Wan. This head office has a warehouse for all Mitsubishi
automobiles and a customer services department for providing a full.
range of services to its customers.
Universal Cars Limited has two other showrooms for Mitsubishi's




Being a subsidary of Sime Darby Motor Group, the capital of
Universal Cars Limited comes from the Sime Darby Motor Group. However,
the financial operation of Universal Cars Limited is independent from
Sime Darby Motor Group and other renortinQ unit.
Past Business Policy
In the past, the top management of the passenger car sales
department believed that economy was the most important evaluative
criterion of customers when they purchased Japanese automobiles. This
perception affected the company's business plan significantly. Universa:
Cars Limited ordered passenger cars from Mitsubishi Motors Corporation.
These cars only had the basic features. Luxury features were absent.
The promotion plans also emphasized the economy of these automobiles.
The sales presentations also stressed on dollar savings rather than
styling or luxury. Sales representatives always used price cuts or
large discounts to attract potential buyers.
The situation becomes worse in 1982 when the Hong Kong Government
imposed severe import and registration taxes on imported automobiles to
reduce private passenger car growth rate. This resulted in 50% drop in
passenger car sales in the same year.
In 1983,-after one year of the severe tax, all car distributors had
huge inventories on hand. To sell these automobiles and improve their
financial situations, all distributors cut prices sharply to stimulate
purchases. Distributors were dumping their inventories in the market,
and Universal Cars Limited was not an exception.
In the middle of 1984, the passenger car department of Universal
Cars Limited had a significant change in management personnel. The new
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management realized that passenger cars were no longer a travelling too
but a luxury. This observation was matched with the new consumer
behavior discussed in Chapter I.I. Based on this observation, the
company changed its business policy to order automobiles with more
luxury features from the manufacturer.
In response to the new business policy, a new business plan was
developed with the following objectives:
(1) To increase its monthly car sales from 34 to 50.
(2) To increase its brand awareness and demand.
(3) To distinguish its brand from other Japanese cars.
(4) To communicate the new company policy to the market.
(5) To build up corporate image and maintain it.
(6) To build up Mitsubishi's brand position which is supported by its
excellent technology and machinery background.
Past Sales Performance
The past sales performance of Mitsubishi and other Japanese
made passenger cars are listed in TABLE 2. In 1984, after the company
adopted the new company policy, the sales increased tremendously,
Mitsubishi was ranked as the third best selling Japanese passenger car
in Hong Kong. The sharp sales decline in 1983 was resulted from the
government plicy on licence fee and registration fee which has reduced
the demand of cars in Hong Kong.
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TABLE 2 Japanese-made Passenger Crs Lnal Sales Statisstics
'82 '83
'84 (Jan-Nov)
Sales Ranking Sales Ranking Sales Ranking
Toyota 3546 1 1695 1 1657 1
Honda 2665 2 998 2 1137 2
Nissan 1881 3 703 4 458 3
Mitsubishi 1302 5 406 6 458 3
Mazda 1324 4 763 3 410 4
Ford* 1107 6 486 5 243 5
Source: Sales Statistics from Motor Trade Association of Hong Kong
* Ford selling in }long Kong are maufactured in Japan.




INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT-- PRODUCT PROFILE
Product Lines
Universal Cars Limited sells four Mitsubishi passenger car series
in the Hong Kong market. They are COLT, LANCER, GALANT and SPACE WAGON.
Each Series have different Models.
In fact, Mitsubishi Motors Corporation manufacturs many other
series which are sold in other countries. These four series are
selected to sell in the Hong Kong market because they fit the Hong Kong
Government transportation legistlation and local- market demand (Please
refer to APPENDIX 1 for detail listing of models available in Hong Kong
with features installed, APPENDIX 2 to 5 for exterior and interior
styling of these four series).
Despite the fact that Universal Cars Limited only sells four
passenger car series in Hong Kong, it is willing to ship other series to
Hong Kong under special requests from the customers. If it is necessary
to make modifications on these cars, Universal Cars Limited can also
carry out the job for the customers and then charge them the reasonable
cost.
Predict Design Policy
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation changes the product design of all
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series every five years to accomodate new customer preference and motor
technology changes.Tbe COLT, LANCER and GAIANT Series were first
in trodtuced to Hong Kong in 1981. In 1984, Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
changed the interior and exterior designs of these three series
drastically. The SPACE WAGON Series, on the other hand, was introduced
.to the Hong Kong market in early 1985.
Product Positioning and Target Market
When the newly 'designed COLT, LANCER and GALANT Series arrived at
Hong Kong in mid 1984, most of the models were equipped with luxury
features under the requests from Universal Cars Limited. The company
decided to market these three series as luxury cars and designed three
different product positionings for COLT, LANCER and GALANT.
COLT was positioned as a sports car suitable for sportive and
energetic people. It aimed to attract rich young men who enjoyed
driving. L\NCER was positioned as a family car suitable for young and
active executives. The target of DANCER was young executive and
successful businessman. GALANT was positioned as a luxury car targeted
at middle aged successful businessmen and top executives.
When SPACE WAGON Series became available by early 1985, Universal
Cars Limited positioned it as a large-sized automobile which was
suitable for large family and for carrying goods. Thus it was targeted
at large size families or factories which need vehicles with large
loading capacity to carry passengers and goods.
Pricing Polic
Universal Cars Limited tries to position Clitsubislli automobiles as
luxuries. Therefore the automobiles ordered are equipped with many
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features to allow them to set at premium price. In addition, the
company adopts the prestigeous pricing policy to create a prestigous
image for its automobiles. For these reasons, the pricing of Mitsubishi
passenger cars is higher than that of the competitors. A standard price
list is given in TABLE 3.
TABLE 3 Standard Price List of Mitsubishi Psenge Cars
Series List trice Range
COL T HK$ 63,000 to 69,500
LANCER HK$ 64,500 to 73,800
GALANT HK$ 71,900 to 91,500
SPACE WAGON H.K$ 73,800 to 93,900
The company gives a 20% discount based on list price to all buyers.
The sales representatives are allowed to give buyers up to 23% discount,
but if they give more than that, any extra% discount will be deducted
from their commissions. The company also accepts trade-in automobiles
from buyers as well as hire--purchase.
Credit and Financing
Universal Cars Limited helps customers to make financial
arrangement for buying, its automobiles. A special agent is assigned to
prepare the hire-purchase agreement with the buyers. This financial
service can reduce the burdens of the buyers and the company in managing
the financial matters especially when they are not too familiar with
financial knowledges and practices.
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After Sale Services
After sale services are as important as the product itself, hence
Universal Cars Limited has three customer service centers located in
Chai Wan, Kwun Tong and Aberdeen. They provide a full line service
to the users. These service centers have sufficient parts inventory to




Universal Cars Limited has implemented a series of promotional
activities in 1984 to market the four passenger car series discussed
in Chapter IV. These promotional activities are jointly proposed and
managed by the Promotions Manager of Sime Darby Motor Group and the
advertising agency-- Foote Come Belding.
Promotion Objectives
The objectives for the promotional activities carried out in 1984
were:
(1} To create a distinguishable image for the product positioning of
each series.
(2) To create a favoLirahle image and awareness for Universal Cars
Limited and Mitsubishi Motors (the brand name).
Advertising
Two major promotional activities of Mitsubishi automobiles in
1984 were printed advertisements and motor show (car exhibition). The
printed advertisements were the most important tools used by Universal
Cars Limited to promote its four series of passenger cars. Therefore
major portion of the advertising budget was spent in this media.
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Budgt
In 1984, Universal Cars Ltd. spent- $2.11 million in various
advertising media, but mainly in printed advertisements. In this
company, advertising budget is calculated as a percent of expected
annual sales.
Messae Strategy
The message conveyed by the advertisements for various series can
be divided into two part.is One is 'the series specific messages and the
other is the general messages. The series specific messages included the
product positioning of each series and the luxury features installed in
each series. The general messages included the serivce of delivering
the cars to potential buyers for test driving, the brand name of the
product, the name, address and telephone of the distributor.
Media Strategy
Universal Cars Limited did not use television because only a small
portion of the audience was the target customer, the cost of production
and high media expenses were also reasons 'for not using this media to
reach the target market. Consequently, the company concentrates its
advertisements on printed media such as newspapers and magazines. The
newspapers selected were those with high circulation such as Oriental
Daily, Shing Pao, Piing Pao and South China Morning Post.
Some. advertisements were placed in magazines distributed to credit
cards owners of Diners Club, Visacard and Visagold because readers of
these magazines are potential consumers. All advertisments were released
on an ongoing basis, but were more intensive in peak seasons or when
the compan y has large in vencn y on hand
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Copt/ Strategy
The advertisements for COLT, LANCER and GALANT were simple. There
were not much narrative. or detail descriptions. For the series specific
messages, each series has a man and woman with distinguishable life
style to depict the life style of the target market and the product
positioning. Slogans in Japanese and English were also developed for
each series. The purpose of using Japanese Wording in the
advertisements was to enhance, the advanced technology and quality image
of jNitsuhishi auLouobites as people always relate Japan with technology.
Logos and names of Ni tsubishi Motors, Sime Darby Motor Group and
Universal Cars Limited also appeared in the advertisements (Please see
APPENDIX 6 to 10 for printed advertisements of COLT, LANCER and GALANT
Series respectively).
Sales Promotion
Every year the company organizes a large scale car exhibition in
famous shopping arcade or hotel. From January 25, 1985 to February 3,
1985, the c6nipany held a car exhibition in CityPlaza. The company takes
these opportunities to introduce various new Mitsubishi automobiles to the
ptublic. The company also holds some small scale car exhibitions in
suburban residential areas to attract potential buyers from surrounding
communities.
publicity and Public. Relations
Since 1984, Universal Cars Limited cooperates with Mitsubishi Motor
Corporation to sponsor the Jackie Chan Trophy' race in Macau Grand
Prix. ilitsubislii liotors Curporat.ion provides COLTs as race carsfor_ the'_
competition. Movie star, Mr. Jackie Chan and a team of Mitsubishi
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Girls' also participate in the opening and prize presentation
ceremonies. The whole event becomes the promotion theme of Universal
Cars Limited in various media during the period of the race.
When the company introduces new products to Hong Kong, it invites
automobile magazine journalists for road tests and asks them to write
articles about the products: Universal Cars Limited also lends cars
to Golden Harvest Films Production Limited for making movies, especially
those with Jackie Chan as the main actor. However, this is an
arrangement between the film making company and Mitsubishi Motors
Corporation, Universal Cars Limited only carrys out the orders from the
manufacturer. Therefore, whenever Universal Cars Limited feels that the
movie does not fit the images of its products, it can refuse to use the
movie for publicity.
The company has some public relations policy such as selling
automobiles to non-profit social services organizations at a lower




INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT-- SALES FORCE
The sales force of Universal Cars Limited is still playing an
important role in actualizing the sales transactions even though the
company adopts an aggressive promotion policy. Universal Cars Limited
Passenger Car Section has 29 sales representatives based in Hong Kong
and Kowloon offices. Most of them are in their late twenties or early
thirties. The average age of the sales force is 29. Many of them have
two to three years car selling experience before joining Universal Cars
Limited.
Recruitment and Qualification
Most of the sales representatives joined the company through
personal relationship with people working in the company. No formal
application is required. The only recruiting procedure is an interview
with the Sales Manager. In the Sales Manager's opinions, he looks for
people who has driving licence, post-secondary education level, previous
selling experience preferably in the automobile industry, outgoing
personality and good communication skills. The ideal sales
representative should be 22 years old or above. Since most of the car
buyers are ignorant in technial knowledge, the company does not regard




On-the-job training is the major method adopted by the company to
train the recently recruited sales representatives. At the beginning of
his job, sales representative is requested to read salesman's manuals,
booklets and phamplets. These provide him the detail knowledge about
the products and its competitors.
The new sales representative is assigned to work together with
an experienced salesperson in the company who acts as his mentors. From
his mentors, the new sales representative can learn selling skills and
begin to gain some knowledge about the automobile business.
Occasionally, the company organizes sales talks for the sales
force, particularly when new models are introduced in Hong Kong. These
talks aim to provide the sales force information on product features,
operating knowledge and technical information about the new products.
Sales Packages
The company provides sales represenatives with salesman's manual,
booklets and pamphlets of each model as sales packages. The salesman's
manuals are confidential arid are not available to the consumers, only
booklets and pamphlets is distributed to them. Phamplets are prepared
by Universal Cars Limited in Chinese. The booklets and the salesman's
manuals are designed and printed in Japan. They are illustrated in
English. Salesman's manuals are available for all series selling in
Hong Kong, they generally contain the following information:
(1) Model line-up: a detail listing of all. models available in that
secries
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(2) Key selling points: The selling points are mainly features of that








(7) Extra features (inside extras)
(8) Instrument panel
(9) Heating, ventilation systems
(10) Noise insulation and noise reduction design (Quietness)





(16) Model chart (listing of different models with pictures of seating
and instrument panel)
(17) Model features (listing of major equipment of different models)
(18) Color chart
(19) Major specifications
(20) Comparison chart (A comparison of features with other competitors




The sales presentations are prepared by sales representatives
themselves. The sales represenatatives obtain basic information about
the products from the salesman's manuals, and they also learn basic
presentation skills from senior sales representatives during on-the-
job training and from his own experience.
Sales Calls
Sometimes the potential buyers visit the showroom or contact sales
represenatatives personally, then the sales representatives take care of
them throughout the whole decision process. However, the sales
representatives also take the initiative to contact the prospective
buyers. These prospects may be current users of Mitsubishi who want
to replace their used automobiles. The sales representatives can also
obtain information about the prospects through correspondence in
business directories. Sometimes the prospects may be friends or
relatives of the sales representatives. Another method to arouse the
attention of the prospects is by putting phamplets into their mailboxes
or under the window wipers of their cars. Periodic car shows also help
to attract some interested consumers.
Compensation.
The renumeration of sales representatives is basic monthly salary
plus commission and year-end bonus. The basic salary is between $1,000
to $2,000 depends on the grade of sales representative. The sales
representatives are divided into A, B and C grades according to their
sales performance in the past two months, and the grade of each sales
representative is subjected to change every two months. Commissions
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re counted for each car sold. Achievement awards are issued when the
sales figure reaches a preset target such as 10 cars every 2 months,
this target is therefore a quota which measures the performance of
individual sales representative.
Control and Supervision
The calling card system is another method to control the
performance of the sales force. Each calling card will record the name,
address, date and nature of the contact for each customer the sales
presenative contacted. These calling cards are reviewed by a clerical
staff periodically, and he will inform the responsible sales
representatives to follow up the customers until the transactions are
finished or the customers refused to make further contact.
After all, the company controls the sales force mainly by the use
of quota and the calling card system. The company rarely use other
methods such as personal supervision to supervise the sales force. The




EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT-- COMPETITOR PROFILE
Competitors
There are many competitors which have similar product positionings
and prices as Mitsubishi automobiles. Some of the most aggressive
competitors include Toyota, Nissan and Honda. All-these three
competitors produce a wide range of products and some of them are in
direct competition with LANCER, GALANT and COLT Series of Mitsubishi
Motors.
Competitors' Products
The quality and technology of Toyota, Nissan and Honda are among
the highest in Japanese cars. These three manufacturers also have wide
range of advanced state of art luxury features to support their
products. According to the information from the interviews with general
car users, Toyota products are excellent in interior and exterior
styling, but their after sales services are more expensive than those of
the competitiors. On the other hand, the after sales services of Nissan
are not expensive. However, the interior and exterior styling as well
as engine of Nissan products are inferior to those of Toyota. Honda is
famous for its interior and exterior styling. Its engineering and
technology are also well recognized by the general car users.
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Competitors' Marketing Activities
Toyota, Nissan and Honda make great efforts to market their
products in Hong Kong. The promotion activities of these three
competitors include car exhibitions, television commericals, radio
advertisements and printed advertisements in newspapers and magazines.
All these three competitors have large advertising budgets. In 1984,
Toyota ranked as the largest media spender followed by Honda, and
Mitsubishi numbering third.
The advertising strategy of all three competitors is to stress on
their prestigeous images, luxury features as well as powerful engines.
According to the interviews with general car users, most of them
perceive that Toyota is the most prestigeous Japanese brand followed by
Honda and Nissan.
Competitors' Target Markets
Different products of Toyota, Nissan and Honda are targeted to
different markets. Some of the markets of their products overlap with
those of Mitsubishi automobiles. Consequently, there are several active
competitors in the target markets of COLT, LANCER and GALANT Series.
These competitors are discussed in the following paragraphs.
COLT Series Market
The major competitors in the market of the COLT Series are Toyota
Tercel and Mazada 323. Roth competitors are similar to COLT Series in
size and engine performance, but the competitors only offer few luxury
features and therefore they are cheaper than the COLT Series.
The distributors of Toyota concentrates its marketing efforts in
high end products, only a small advertising budget is located to Tercel.
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Therefore Tercel does not have an outstanding image in the market. The
323 Series of Mazada is an old fashioned automobile, it is positioned as
a family car which is different from the young sportive image of COLT
Series, therefore, 323 Series is not a major threat to the COLT Series.
LANCER Series Market
The major competitors in the market of the LANCER Series are Toyota
Corolla and Honda Civic. Both competitors are very popular in Hong
Kong. However, the distributor of Honda concentrates its marketing
effort in Accord which overshadows the Civic. Consequently, some
consumers perceive that Civic is an inferior product. The newly designed
Toyota Corolla is positioned as luxury middle size car for successful
executives, and the distributor of Toyota is very aggressive in-
marketing this product. Therefore, the Toyota Corolla is the key
competitor of the LANCER Series.
GALANT Series Market
The major competitors in the market of the GALA.NT Series are Toyota
Cressida and Honda Accord. Both products are supported by aggressive
promotion plans. According to the interviews with general car users,
most respondents perceive that both Accord and Cressida are superior to
GALANT in exterior styling. This unfavourable perception about GAUNT
may be because of its aerodynamic styling which is too stylistic to be
accepted by conservative business executives.
SPACE WAGON Series Market
SPACE WAGON Series is a very unique product in the market. Although
some Toyota and Nissan vans are also targeted to the same market as
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SPACE WAGON, SPACE WAGON is superior to the competitors because it is
equipped with a large number of luxury features. The 1001 variations of
seating arrangement is another competitive edge over the competitors.
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CHAPTER VIII
hKEERNAL ENVIRONMENT-- POLITICAL. ECONOMY GOVFRNMFNT
PETROLEUM PRICE AND LUXURY CAR MARKET
Political Outlook
In the past two years, the Hong Kong economy has been stagnated
because the investors were worried the future of Hong Kong. As a
result, the consumers' purchasing power was very weak. They also
hesitated to buy durable goods as they might leave Hong Kong.
Eventually, the signing of Sino-British Agreement at the end of
1984 has settled the investors' worries. Although some people have
immigrated to other countries, most local citizen selected to stay.
The investors invest again. The purchasing power is stronger now. The
consumers are more willing to buy durable goods such as automobiles.
Therefore, the demand of car is expected to increase in the coming
years.
Economic Outlook
The Hong Kong economy has been improving since 1984. According to
recent statistics, the Financial Secretary estimated that local GNP
growth rate in 1 985 will he higher than 5% and the inflation rate will
be kept at low level. The blooming economy is attributed to the
increasing investment of both local and foreign investors after the
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future of Hong Kong has been settled, and the increasing volume of China
Trade which has been doubled last year.
Government Policy
The Hong Kong Government stresses that it will continue to limit
the growth of private passenger car to less than 5% per year. In
response to this policy, new measures are introduced in May 1982. These
measures has doubled the first registration tax for private passenger
cars, tripled the annual license fees and raised duty on petrol. The
1983 Budget further increased vehicle license fees and the duty on
petrol and diesel oil for some fiscal reasons.
The large increase in taxes and fees caused a great decline in
numbers of new driving licenses issued and new private cars registered
in 1982--3, a greater decline in 1983-4. In 1984-5, total number of
private cars registered continued to fall.
Recently, the government announced its intention to launch the
Electronic Road Pricing System (ERP). Under the ERP System, when
automobiles use roads in crowded districts like Central and Tsimshatsui
at peak hours, computer will record the road usage frequency and other
information of each automobile. The owners of the automobiles will then
be charged accordingly. A pilot scheme was prepared for the ERP System,
and the testing of the pilot scheme will be completed in June 1985.
However, this new system has met strong objections from the public. To
reduce objections, the Transport Department proposed reducing the-first




The worldwide price of petroleum has been decreasing in the past
few years and this trend may continue in the future. Therefore, the
petroleum price in Hong Kong is expected to remain stable or decrease
in the coming years.
Luxury Uar Market
There are a large number of new luxury cars on the roads
particularly Mercedes Benzs and BMWs according to the observation on the
Hong Kong road system. Universal Cars Limited estimated that Mercedes
Benz and BMW hold 10% of the total market share, and an even higher
percentage in the high quality luxury car market. The monopoly position
of these two brands are attributed to the strong brand loyalty of the
consumers. In fact, after the government has imposed the severe taxes
and licence fee on passenger cars in 1982, the market share of Mercedes
Benz increased. The sales performance of these two luxury brands
reflects that the luxury car market is price inelastic and this market
is prospective and profitable.
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CHAPTER IX
COMPANY MISSION. GOAL AND OBJECTIVE
The management people were unable to state explicitly the
company's mission, goal and objective during the interviews. These are,
however, of ultmost importance in strategic management. The company
must define its present position and future direction, otherwise it
would be impossible to evaluate its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats. Without a true picture of where it has been and where it
is going, strategic. management would be an impossible task. The company
mission, goals and objectives are therefore suggested as follows.-
Company Mission
The mission of Universal Cars Limited is to market luxurious
transportation products and services to satisfy consumers' needs. The
products are Mitsubishi Motors passenger cars. Due to the changes of
consumer_ behavior and purchasing power, the majority of the potential
buyers may have various rational and emotional reasons such as
prestige to buy a car. Consequently, the actual consumer needs are
difficult to be defined, but luxury has proved to be a key evaluative
criterion.' This mission defines the reason for the existance of the
company and its products.
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Company Coal
The goals of Universal Cars Limited are to establish a prestigeous
image for Mitsubishi Motors brand and to market the products and
services with a reasonable return. If the company wishes to persuade
the consumers that the products are luxurious, it must start with a
luxurious image! This company goal is derived from the mission and
defines what the company wants to achieve in the long run.
Company Objective
The objectives of Universal Cars Limited are to establish a brand
image as luxury Japanese car, and the reasonable return would be 10%
annual growth rate on dollar sales value. This company objective is




The internal environment mentioned in the previous chapters will be
assessed in the light of the company mission, goals and objectives. The
results of the assessment will be the strengths and weaknesses of the
company as a luxury Japanese car distributor.
Product Manufacturer-- Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
Mitsubishi is a technology intensive manufacturer. It was the
manufacturer of the zero fighter during World War II, and it has been
producing cars since the beginning of this century. Its strengths in
heavy and electronic industries are leading edges to back up its car
manufacturing sector, and to produce high quality and luxury products
for Universal Cars Limited.
Relationship with Manufacturer
Universal Cars Limited maintains a close relationship with the
product manufacturer. This distributor has the privilege to request
the manufacturer to install state of the art features on the products.
As Mitsubishi Motors Corporation regards Hong Kong as its Far East test
market, it is likely that Universal Cars Limited would continue to
enjoy this privilege and offer luxury features to the market.
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Company Organizational Structure
Universal Cars Limited has adopted a sales oriented organizational
structure with the General Sales Manager as the chief executive-in--
charge and other experienced sales representatives as top management.
This organizational structure and staffing policy may limit the
development of strategic marketing management in the company, which is
the most effective management approach in the competitive car market.
Past Sale Performance-- Market Share
The past sale performance is reflected in its low market share,
which is topped by Toyota and Nissan. The low market share may be
due to the limited product range available to the Hong Kong market in
comparison with the competitors. This low market share will also limi
the brand awareness and increase the psychological risk of potential
buyers who are worrying about both product quality and acceptance by
their influence group.
Distribution Channel-- Showroom
The location of the two showrooms are very inconvenient. They are
away from the downtown center. There is no major attraction nearby to
draw the traffic flow (consumers). Moreover, it is very unwise to keep
the products away from the consumers particularly when there are not
too many Mitsubishi automobiles on the roads. Consequently, the
consumers do not know that Mitsubishi produces automobiles.
Financial Position-- Inventory Level
Universal Cars Limited always tries to maintain a low inventory
level to avoid excessive working capital locked in inventory. This low
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inventory has resulted in a number of backlog orders which must wait for
two months till the products arrive. While this strategy may have an
advantage from financial point of view, but this strategy means late
delivery and possible discontent. As a result of the low inventory
level strategy may spoil Universal Cars Limited and defeat its marketing
effort.
Product Range
Universal Cars Limited has been selling 4 series of Mitsubishi
automobiles in the Hong Kong market. This limited product range has
restricted the choice offered to consumers. However, the limited
product range enables the company to spend more marketing effort on each
series, so if the target market is appropriate, there is a higher
probability of capturing a larger share in that particular market.
Product quality
Most consumers are unsophisticated and do not possess sufficient
product knowledge. Therefore their evaluation of product quality is
is judged by the exterior styling and luxury features available.
Provided the styling and features available for Mitsubishi automobiles,
Mitsubishi automobiles have a competitive edge in the Hong Kong market.
Product Technology
The technology of Mitsubishi automobiles is out-standing in the
world. In 1984, its GALANT has obtained the German Car of the Year in
its class. GAIANT was the first Japanese car to beat all contenders for
this important accolade, and it was critically acclaimed by the European
automotive press and rally drivers as a motor car with exceptional
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technology. This advanced technology can be a strong selling point and
can create a high quality image in the market.
Product Life Cyc1e
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation changes its product designs seriously
every five years. The short product life cycle makes the product
obsolete very quickly, and therefore consumers hestitate to buy.
Consistent styling is part of the reason why Benz is so popular because
they never change the design drastically, and consumers are willing to
spend more money for an immortal product.
After Sale Service
The after sales services offered by Universal Cars Limited are
important backup supports. These services can maintain the products at
the highest possible performance standard which in turn increases the
reliability and durability of the products. The quality of these
services give users confidence in the products, and result in brand
loyalty.
Pricing Policy
The price of the Mitsubishi top of the line products (the best
model in a series) are higher relative to those of the competitors. The
price premium results from the greater number of luxury and sophisticat-
ed features. From the cost point of view, this is a disadvantage for
marketing the product, but from the psychological point of veiw, the
higher price may induce a prestigeous feeling among the consumers (i.e.
prestigeous pricing), and enhance the luxury image of the products and
their market acceptance.
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bales Force- Qualification and Recruitment
No formal recruitment process has established and applicants have
been introduced to the company by other employees. The company rarely
posts advertisments and looks for people in the job market. This policy
has limited its choice among the best people available in the market.
Sales Force-- Compensation
The sophisticated sales force quota and attractive compensation
systems have been inducing high motivation among the sales force. These
systems result in an aggressive sales force which maintains a high
calling rate in the market.
Sales Force-- Sales Presentation
Universal Cars Limited has limited direct control or supervision
of the sales presentation prepared by the sales force. The material
provided in the salesman's manual is not at all useful since they are
features oriented and printed in English. As a result, the sales
presentation quality varies.
In the past, Universal Cars Limited adopted a low price high turn-
over policy in marketing its product, and the sales force was trained
accordingly. Now, the company has changed the strategy, but the sales
force still price oriented and deemphasizes the features and benefits
of the products which are the key selling points in the luxury car
market.
Sales Force-- Sales Package
The sales packages (suclhh as phamplets and booklets) play an
import.Fnnt role in the purchase decision process. The potential buyers
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retain these booklets and compare different brands feature by feature.
Therefore, the beauty of the pictures and descriptions of the features
gives credit to the product at the final decision. However, the booklet
of GALANT, the flagship of Mitsubishi. Motors is poorly designed (see
APPENDIX 11). The use of golden Egyptian Treasures has overshadowed the
beauty of GALANT,
Sales Force-- Sales Call
Most prospective consumer comes from salesperson's.personal
relationship, but this relationship is only confined to certain social
classes, and may not secure a valuable source of customers continuously.
Moreover, the definitions of current markets cannot locate the consumers
physically, as the.sales force is difficult to reach them directly.
Promotion-- Advertising
In the past advertising effort, Universal Cars Limited has over-
emphasized the life-style and deemphasized the product features and
benefits. However, features and benefits are still the major
attractions to the consumers who consider these as an indication of
product quality and luxury.
The advertising agency was trying to use a Japanese slogan to
project a- Japanese image for each model, but the consumers prefer to
memorize the series names such as GALANT, LANCER instead of the abstract
slogans. In addition, three advertising copies related to different
series appeared in the media at the same time. Consumers are unable to
remember the image of each :series clearly. They are confused about the
image of Mitsubishi automobiles.
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The Mitsubishi logo in the advertising copies is too small to
be noticed. That is part of the reasons why consumers only know about





The external environment mentioned in the previous chapters will
be assessed under the company mission, goals and objectives. The results
of the assessment will identify the opportunities and threats of the
company as a luxury Japanese automobiles distributor.
Competitors
Toyota and Honda have established a firm position in the luxury
Japanese car market. It is likely that these competitors would invest
their best efforts to maintain their leading positions. Consequently,
Universal Cars Limited must struggle to establish a greater market share
for Mitsubishi automobiles.
Consumer Perceptions towards Mitsubishi
Mitsubishi is also a famous manufacturer of household appliances
such as air-conditioners, fans, video recorders and televisions.
The Hong Kong distributors of these products invest huge amounts for
marketing activities. As a result of their aggressive advertising
campaigns, the household applicances have overshadowed the image,of
Mitsubishi's car industry. Most consumers relate the Mitsubishi brand
name to either heavy industry or household appliances but seldom relate
it to cars. This sterotype will have serious effect on the Mitsubishi
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automobiles when brand and product image are keys to success in the
luxury car market.
Consumer Perception Gap
There is a gap between consumer perceptions and the true quality
of Mitsubishi automobiles. This gap indicates that past marketing
effort was not effective in positioning the products as high quality
luxury cars.
Luxury Car Market
There is a large number of new luxury cars on the roads
particularly Mercedes Benzs and BMWs from the observation on the Hong
Kong road system. According to estimates, Mercedes Benz and BMW
already hold 20% of the total market share, and an even higher
percentage in the high quality luxury car market. Moreover, consumers
of high quality luxury cars tend to have strong brand loyalty towards
Mercedes Benz and BMW. As a result it is difficult for Mitsubishi
automobiles to enter this prospectivly profitable market.
Economic Outlook
The general economy in 1985 is blooming because of the huge upturn
in foreign trade especially China trade. This economic upturn is
expected to increase purchasing power, particularly on durable and
luxury products. Consequently, the luxury car market is expected to
grow at the same rate as the economy. In addition, after years of
stagnation, consumers have postponed the replacement of used cars, and




In the opinion of Universal Cars Limited, the luxury car markets
will not be affected by those new government traffic policies. Even if
the government decided to launch the Electronic Road Pricing System, the
reduction of first registration fee and license fee may offset its
effect. After all, the luxury car market tends to be price inelastic,
small additional charges will not affect the market demand seriously.
New Kesidential Pattern
The development of various luxury residential areas have attracted
high income families to move away from the old high density downtown
areas. Since these new residential areas are far away from the city
center, these families may need to buy private cars for transportation.
Other Mitsubishi Products
Distributors of other Mistsubishi products will continue their
aggressive advertising campaigns. Their marketing efforts will further
enhance the household appliance image of Mitsubishi but on the other




PRODUCT POSITIONING, TARGET MARKET AND MARKETING OBJECTIVE
The analysis in the previous two chapters have laid a foundation
for the development of a new business plan. This new business plan
adopts a marketing oriented approach because Universal Cars Limited is
in the marketing business, so the company should operate under the
guidance of marketing management even though the company adopts a sales
oriented organizational structure.
Product Positioning
Each Mitsubishi automobile series has determined its positioning
in the market and it has an outstanding image in the market to attract
its target consumers. The creation of this positioning should enhance
the sales of the product and the achievement of the marketing
objectives. The positionings of various Mitsubishi automobiles are
discussed below.
GALANT and LANCER Series
The luxury car market is deemed to he the future of the Hong Kong
car distributors because only high income families have sufficient
financial support to own private passenger cars. This group of families
favors high quality luxury cars since they can satisfy both the buyers'
transportation as well as other psychological needs.
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Nevertheless, the consumers of high quality luxury cars tend to
have strong brand loyalty towards Mercedes Benz and BMW. Therefore, for
those consumers who can afford to own Mercedes Benz or BMW, they are
unlikely to switch their preference and buy Mitsubishi automobiles
as their first cars.
However, high income families who want to buy or already own
expensive luxury cars, they may need less expensive yet luxurious and,
prestigeous second cars for less formal occasions. The new GALANT and
LANCER equipped with all the luxury features and at a reasonable price
can best suit this market need. In this new business plan, both GALAN'
and LANCER series are positioned as luxury cars that are particularly
suitable for wealthy families as second cars for less formal occasions
The purpose of positioning GALANT and LANCER Series together is
because both series are luxury automobiles which are suitable for high
income families. In addition, a single positioning for two series
reduces the problem of too many images in the market, and avoids
confusion in the consumers' mind.
Positioning the GAI.ANT and LANCER in this way may capture the
preference of the target market yet it should not affect the interests
of the consumers who buy them as their first cars. In fact, this
positioning may create an image for which consumers may aspire.
COLT Series
The COLT Series is very similar to LANCER Series but with a smaller
size. Since the LANCER Series is positioned as a luxury second car, and
there is another GALANT Series available for the same target market, so
COLT Series is positioned as luxurious high performance car to avoid
over conjestion in the second car market. A different positioning for
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COLT Series can also create another image to attract consumers from
other markets.
In addition, the Mitsubishi Motors Corporation has also decided to
market COLT Series as a young sportive car. Therefore, it has been
sponsoring the 'Jackie Chan Trophy' in Macau Grand Prix with COLT Series
as the race cars. The sportive positioning is therefore consistent with
the image projected by this competition.
SPACE WAGON Series
The SPACE WAGON Series is equipped with the capacity to carry
7 passengers. Together with its luxury features, the SPACE WAGON
Series is very suitable for luxury mass transportaion purposes such as
company vehicles for business executives, or as an airport shuttle for
hotel tenants. Therefore, the SPACE WAGON Series is positioned as a
luxury business vehicle.
Target Market
(AIANT and LANCER Series
The target market of GALANT and LANCER Series, in fact, has already
been discussed in product positioning. The GALANT and LANCER series are
targeted to high income families, and their characteristics are defined
as follows:
(1) Household income: $15, 000 or above per month
(2) Age of decision maker: 30 or above
(3) Sex of decision maker: Male majority (or bread winner)
(4) Occupation of d.m.: Businessman/Entrepreneur 11
(5) Residental area: South of Hong Kong Island, Kowloon Tong,
Mid-levels, Pok Fu Lam, and Tai Hang.
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COLT Series
The target market of COLT Series is composed of young rich
individuals who know how to enjoy life, and driving is one of their
alternatives. The characteristics of this target market are defined as
follows:
(1) Household income: $15,000 or above per month
(2) Age of decision maker: 25 to 35
(3) Sex of decision maker: Male majority (or son of the bread winner)
(4) Occupation of d.m.: Business Executives, young professionals.
(5) Residental area: Tai Koo Shing, Sha Tin First City, Kim Shau
Garden, Wah King Estate, hostels of
doctors
SPACE WAGON Series
The target market of SPACE WAGON is composed of large local and
multinational companies and hotels. The characteristics of this target
market are defined as follows:
(1) Annual sales $5,000,000 or above
(2) No. of employees 1,000 or above
(3) Type of businesses : Banking, Insurance, Royal Hong Kong Jockey
Club, Local and International hotels, Hong
Kong Airport, Trading, Land Development
and Construction
(4) Decision maker : Manager of Purchasing Department
(5) Location : Central, Tsimshatsui, Tsimshatsui East
(6) Other characteristics U.S. Fortune 500 companies which have
offices in Hong Kong
Sales Forecast
Number of household with monthly income over $10,000 in 1981= 67,666
Number of household with monthly income over $15,000 in 1985= 45,000
Number of household with monthly income over $15,000 in 1985
and will buy private passenger cars= 305000
Average passenger cars replacement period= 5 years
Number of household who will purchase passenger cars in 1985= 6,000
Estimated share of Universal Cars Limited in 1985 total passenger car
sales= 1O7.
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estimn gi1Pc actual sales
CULT: 80 75(13%) (15%)
LANCER: 400 350(67%) (70%)
GA LINT: 120 75(20%) (15%)
AnnTotal: 500(100%) 1,100%)
SPACE WAGON is an unique series newly introduced in 1985. The
company estimates that at least 20 of them can be sold this year, but
if Universal Cars Limited win several large bids from Hong Kong
Royal Police Force,' Ilong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and other
large companies, its sales will increase tremendously.
Marketing Objectives
The marketing objectives of Universal Cars Limited in 1985 is to
sell 620 cars (between June 1, 1985 to May 31, 1986) with a net profit
of HK$5, 010, 000 and to create an image of luxury passenger cars.
These marketing objectives are the goals and the company must achieve
this business plan within the period specified. The sales figures are a
a short-term objective for measuring the company performance, but the
image created and all other strategies and action programs would be
long-term investment for the well-being of the company.








According to the above sales forecast and the prices of various
series in 1985, estimated sales revenue of Universal Cars Limited for
passenger cars in 1985 is calculated as follows:
COLT: $65,000 x 80=$ 5,200,000
LANCER: $80,000 x 400=$ 32, 000, 000
GALANT: $92)500 x 120=$ 11, 100, 000
SPACE WAGON: $90,000 x 20=$ 1,800,000
Total=$ 50,100,000
Universal Cars Limited has at least 10% profit margin. Its
estimated gross profit in 1985 for passenger cars
=$ 50,100,000 x 10%
$ 5,010,000
Advertising Budget
Universal Cars Limited paid an average of $4,200 on advertising
media for each passenger car sold. The advertising media expense per
passenger car sold in 1985 will be maintained at $4,200. The volume
target in 1985 is 620. Therefore, total media advertising budget of
Universal Cars Limited in 1985 is $4,200 X 620= $2,604,000.
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CHAPTER XIII
PROMOTION-- ADVERTISING FOR BRAND NAME
The marketing objectives and positionings set in Chapter XII have
determined the ultimate goals for this business plan to achieve. The
achievement of these goals relies on a detailed plan for marketing mix
and corresponding action program with strategies and tactics. The
marketing mix of this business plan is discussed in the following
few chapters which begins with Promotion. The promotion in this plan
includes Advertising, Sales Promotion, Sales Force and Publicity.
Advertising Objective
The goal of this advertising plan is to position the products
as described in Chapter XII, and to establish brand preference for
Mitsubishi automobiles as well as brand awareness. To facilitate
control and evaluation, the objectives must be measurable. For the
brand name, the advertising objectives are 90% of the target market can
recall the brand name and 80% of them know that automobile is one of the
products produced under this brand name. These advertising objectives
state what this advertising plan should achieve. The achievement of
these objectives will contribute to. the fulfillment of the marketing
objectives.
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Advertising Problem for Brand Name
Advertising is controllable marketing element, which is effective
in building product positioning, increasing brand awareness and
preference. Advertisement not only can contribute to the fulfilment of
advertising objectives, but also, to a certain extent, correct
weaknesses and threats to the company. This advertising plan is going
to solve the following weaknesses and threats of Mitsubishi Motors (the
brand name):
(1) The sterotype of consumers on Mitsubishi brand name, which relates
the brand name to either heavy industry or household appliances.
(2) The unfavourable perceptions toward the quality of the brand name.
(3) The low awareness of the brand name.
Message Strategy
The advertising messages should reinforce the association between
'Mitsubishi' and automobiles. This can be achieved-by showing or
emphasizing 'Mitsubishi' with the word 'Motors' in all forms of
advertismen ts.
Copy Strategy
The advertising copy should develop according to the following
strategy to solve the brand name problems:
(1) The Mitsubishi Motors logo should be distinguished from the
Mitsubishi logo for other products, and should be related to
automobile.
(2) The logo should be eye catching to increase awareness.
These copy strategies should be followed when developing all other
advertising copies for Mitsubishi Motors. Since the brand name should
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appear in each advertisement, there must be a consistency among all
advertisements.
Copy of the Brand Name Logo (see APPENDIX 12)
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CHAPTER XIV
PROMOTION-- ADVERTISING PLAN FOR GALANT AND LANCER SERIES
The purpose of promoting GALANT and LANCER Series together is
because these two series are luxury and high quality automobiles, and
they are suitable for high income families. In addition, creating a
single product positioning for both series will reduce the problem of
too many images in the market, and avoid image confusion in consumers'
mind.
Advertising Problem of GALANT and LANCER Series
The advertising plan must achieve the product positioning of
GALANT and LANCER Series set in Chapter XII. On the other hand,
the advertising plan should also correct the negative consumer
perception towards Mitsubishi Motors quality and resolve the
consumers' psychological risk due to its low market share.
Advertising Objective-- GALANT and LANCER Series
The advertising objective for GALANT and LANCER Series is to create
luxury and high quality image for both series. Consequently, the target
market'will perceive that these two products are luxury and high quality
automobiles (average 4.0 on a 5-point semantic differential scale),
and 60% of the target consumers perceive that these two series are
suitable to be used as second cars.
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Message Strategy
The message strategy defines what messages should be conveyed to
the consumers to achieve product positionings and solve advertising
problems. For GALANT and LANCER Series, the advertising messages are:
(1) GALANT and LANCER Series are high quality and state of the art
automobiles.
(2) GALANT and LANCER Series are prestigeous automobiles.
(3) Both series are equipped with luxury features and some of them are
unique.
(4) The luxury features make driving more comfortable and safer.
(5) The interior of both series is spacious and luxurious.
(6) Both series are suitable to be used as second cars for less formal
occasions.
(7) Mitsubishi GALANT and LANCER are widely recognized and respected by
the general public.
(8) GALANT has won a technology award in Germany and has reflected its
high quality and up-to-date technology.
(9) The company has service men to deliver the cars to potential
consumers for driving tests, so to take a driving test call the
company as soon as possible.
Meaia Strategy
The media strategy defines what media or channels should be used
to reach the target market and -:o convey the message to them. The




A media with equivalent persuasive power and reach should be used
to solve the brand name problem of 'Mitsubishi' and countervail the
other Mitsubishi products' position. Since most of the Mitsubishi
products heavily advertise in television, so Universal Cars Limited
should use the same media to promote Mitsubishi automobiles to counter-
act the destructive advertising effect from other product distributors.
According to the company prediction, there will be large demand for
new cars as the economy is blooming, and consumers will realize their
postponed replacement purchases. Therefore Mitsubishi GALANT and LANCER
must build up their brand awareness and images as soon as possible to
capture this immediate market demand, and television is the most
effective media to achieve this result.
The cultural norm of the target market associates those products
which are advertised on television with quality and prestige. Since the
advertising plan for GALANT and LANCER involves the creation of quality
and prestigeous image, television is one of the best alternatives.
Certain features of the automobiles such as engine performance and
electronic features are difficult to demonstrate through other media.
Printed Media
Printed media is an efficient channel to convey advertising
messages to the target market because compared with television, printed
media does not have time constrants and presents the opportunities to
describe the messages in detail. In addition, the printed media can help
the readers recall the messages from television and hence reinforce the
readers' memories about the advertising messages.
The media selected for this advertising plan include newspapers and
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credit card magazines. Newspapers are the most widely read printed
media in Hong Kong, and some Hong Kong consumers even read two newspapers(
every day. The readers' profile for each newspaper is slightly
different. If the correct newspapers are selected for-the target market
then the advertising messages can be conveyed effectively and
inexpensively.
The Credit card magazine is another choice because the target
market of GALANT and LANCER Series is wealthy faimiles. There is a high
probability that they possess credit cards and read credit card
magazines. The presence of GALANT and LANCER advertisements in these
credit card magazines can increase the awareness of this high income
social class and obtain their respect, which in turn will enhance the
images of both GALANT and LANCER Series.
Direct Mailing
Direct mailings are the most direct way to convey advertising
messages to receivers provided that the receivers are target consumers.
The advantage of direct mailings is that they possess the advantages
of newspapers but are more personal. The definition of the target
market provides sufficient details about the residential areas of the
target consumers, so Universal Cars Limited can locate them physically
and conduct direct mailing in these areas.
When executing the direct mailing program, the mail should not be
sent to all tenants of a building at the same time, otherwise when the
tenants find that other tenants are receiving the same packages, they
may feel that these are only normal sales letters, nothing special,
and reduce their attention to it. On the other hand, if the tenants
finds that he is one of a few tenants who have received the, pac kages,
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then he may think that this is a very special letter for him, and pay
more attention to it. This is a matter of selective attention, if the
direct mailing can make the consumers feel that they are important the
there will be a higher probability for the message to pass through the
selective attention barriers into the consumers' mind.
The company can also induce the car owners to trade in their used
cars for a new Mitsubishi GALANT or LANCER. The company may reach thi
group of consumers by putting sales packages under the rain wipers of
their cars parked in car parks. The target of this program should be
Honda Accord, Civic, Toyota Tercel, Corolla and Cressida.
The direct mailing activities should be in line with the other
advertising efforts to obtain a synergy effect and magnify the total
effect of the promotional efforts. Therefore, the date of arrival of
direct mail should match with the date of printed ads and television
commercials.
Copy Strategy
Different media are selected to promote GALANT and LANCER Series,
therefore, different copy should be developed for each media. The
strategies recommended for developing this copy are discussed below.
Television Commercial-- Strategy
The television commercial produced should follow the instructions
given in the message strategy section. Hence the commericals should:
(1) Incorporate wealthy and prestigeous individuals particularly their
behaviour, life-style or product.usage pattern (i.e. in what
occasion they use the product) to show that the automobile is
suitable for the target market.
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(2)Show the luxury features of GALANT or LANCER Series and must
demonstrate some of their unique functions such as liquid crystal
digital display panel and engine performance.
(3)Tell the target market that the character in the commercial owns
a GALANT or LANCER and another luxury cars. The Mitsubishi
automobile is only his second car, but he loves to drive it.
(4)Incorporate the copy strategy recommended for the brand name into
the commercial.
Television Commercial--Story Board (see APPENDIX 13)
Printed Advertising --Strategy
The printed advertising copy should:
(1)Abandon the Japanese wording which have proved to be ineffective.
(2)Put the word 'GALANT' and 'LANCER' in eye-catching positions.
(3)Abandon the slogan 'Nobody does it better' In
Chinese, the slogan means that we have a wide product range, but
the company is unable to satisfy this promise since Universal Cars
Limited only offer four passenger car series to the market.
(4)Include some wealthy and prestigeous individuals in the copy.
(5)List the luxury features of both series or show pictures of
these features.
(6)Tell the target market that GALANT has won a technology award in
Germany.
(7)Incorporate the copy strategy recommended for the brand name into
the copy.
(8)Make the copy consistent with the image created by the television
commercial.
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Printed Advertising-- Copy (see APPENDIX 14)
Direct Mailing and Sales Package-- Strategy
The design of the direct mailing package and sales package should:
(1) Incorporate some wealthy and prestigeous individuals.
(2) Show the pictures of the luxury features.
(3) List all the luxury features of GALANT and LANCER Series.
(4) Briefly describe the engine and performance of the both series.
(5) Tell the target market that GALANT has won a technology award in
Germany.
(6) Make the copy consistent with the image created by the television
commercial.
Direct Mailing and Sales Package-- Copy (see APPENDIX 15 16
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CHAPTER XV
PROMOTION-- ADVERTTSTNG PLAN FOP COLT SERIES
Advertising Problem of COLT Series
The advertising plan must achieve the product positioning of COLT
Series proposed in Chapter XII. The advertising plan should also
correct the negative consumer perceptions towards Mitsubishi automobiles
quality.
Advertising Objective-- COLTseries
The objective the advertising of COLT Series in measurable term is
that, the target market perceive that the COLT Series is of high quality
(average 4.0 on semantic differential scale) with high performance
engine (average 3.5 on semantic differential scale). Moreover, 80% of
the target consumers perceive that COLT Series is suitable for high
income young individuals.
Message Strategy
(1) COLT Series is a high quality and high performance sports cars.
(2) COLT Series is for young rich sportive individuals with outgoing
personality.
(3) COLT Series is equipped with all the luxury features that the target
market look for.
(4) The luxury features make driving more comfortable and safer.
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(5) The product is equipped with a powerful engine with outstanding
performance.
(6) The company has service men to deliver the cars to potential buyers
for driving tests.
Media strategy
The media strategy defines what media or channels should be used
to reach the target market and to convey the message to them. The
media selected to advertise COLT Series are printed media and direct
mailing.
Printed Media
The media selected for this advertising plan includes newspapers
and credit card magazines. Newspapers and credit card magazines are
used because of their high readership amoung the target market.
Direct Mailing
The definition of COLT's target market provides sufficient details
about the residential areas of the target consumers. Universal Cars
Limited can locate the prospects fphysically and conduct direct mailings
in the appropriate areas. For the implementation tactics of the direct
mailing program in residential areas, please refer to Chapter XIV.
Copy Strategy
Printed Advertising Strategy
The printed advertising copy should:
(1) Abandon the Japanese wording which is proved to be ineffective.
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(2) Put the word 'COLT' in an eye catching position.
(3) Abandon the slogan 'Nobody does it better'
(4) Include some young wealthy individuals in the copy.
(5) List the luxury features of COLT Series or show pictures of these
features.
(6) Provide a detailed description of the engine and performance of
the COLT Series.
(7) Incorporate the copy strategy recommended for the brand name into
the copy.
Printed Advertising-- Copy
A proposed printed advertising copy is enclosed in APPENDIX 17. A!
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation arranges 'Jackie Chan Trophy' in the Macai
Grand Prix, this also promotes COLT's sportive image. It is therefore
advisable to develop another printed advertising copy to promote the
Jackie Chan Trophy. This copy can be developed before the Grand Prix to
competition.
Direct Mailing Package-- Strategy
The design of the direct mailing package should:
(1) Incorporate some young wealthy individuals.
(2) Show the luxury features of the product.
(3) List all the luxury features of the product.
(4) Detail description of the engine and its operations.
(5) Create an image consistent with that created by the printed
advertisement.
(6) Ttirnrnnrar,% rho rnnv crr,tenv recommended for the brand into the
obtain the most up-to-date information about the COLT Series and the
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copy.
Direct Mailing Package-- Copy (see APPENDIX 18)
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CHAPTER XVI
PROMOTION-- ADVERTISING PLAN FOR SPACE WAGON SERIES
Advertising Objective ---SPACE WAGON Series
The advertising objective of SPACE WAGON Series is that the target
market (decision maker) perceives that SPACE WAGON is a high quality and
luxury product (average 4.0 on semantic differential scale). Moreover,
90% of the target consumers perceive that the product is very suitable
for company vehicle or airport shuttle.
Message Strategy
The messages that this advertising should deliver for SPACE WAGON
Series are:
(1) SPACE WAGON is a high quality and state of the art product.
(2) SPACE WAGON is suitable to use as a company vehicle or airport
shuttle for executives or customers.
(3) SPACE WAGON is a luxury automobiles with the capacity for 7
passengers.
(4) SPACE WAGON is equipped with many luxury features which are the
same as in ordinary luxury automobiles.
(5) The interior seating can be adjusted and rearranged for different
transportation purposes, and the SPACE WAGON can handle a large
volume of goods.
(6) The company has service men to deliver the automobiles to potential
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buyers for driving tests.




The media selected for this advertising plan includes newspapers
particularly the South China Morning Post, because the readers tend to
be management and decision makers of the companies. This group of
decision makers are probably the target decision makers of SPA WAanN_
Direct Mailing
Direct mailing is an effective way to convey messages to the
decision makers in the industrial purchasing situation. The direct
mailing packages should be sent to the target companies for the
attention of their Purchasing Department Manaccrs.
Lopy Strategy
Printed Advertising-- Strategy
The printed advertisng of SPACE WAGON should:
(1) Show the luxury features.
(2) List all the luxury features.
(3) Show various interior seating arrangements for different
transportation purposes, and how the SPACE WAGON handles a large
volume of goods.
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Printed Advertising-- Copy (see APPENDIX 18)
Direct Mailing Package-- Strategy
The copy of the direct mailing package should adopt the same
strategies as the printed advertising for SPACE WAGON Series. The
package will consist of a sales letter and a booklet..




The media plans for the three advertising plans discussed in
Chapter XIV to XVI are listed below. The media plans determine the
actual media to be used to convey the messages. The timing and
frequency of exposure in each media are also specified together with
total frequency and total cost.
Media Plan: GALANT LANCER Series (by frequency)
85/5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 86/1 2 3 4 Total
Jade 10 14 20 26 70
$1.400.000
Press
SCMP 3 5 5 5 5 2 25
$250,000
Ming Pao 6 10 10 10 10 4 50
$500,000
Magazine
Pacific 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
$60,000
II. K. City 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
$60,000









(1) Jade: Monday to Friday for every other week
9:30pm and 11:15pm
(2) SCMP: Tuesday and Friday in every other week
(3) Ming Pao: Tuesday and Thursday in every other week
(4) Pacific: Once every month (monthly publication)
(5) HK City: Once every month (monthly publication)
(6) Cathay: Depends on date of publication
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Media Plan: COLT Sr Pc (hv frnn„ornv
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
85/5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 86/1 2 3 4 Total
Press
Ming Pao 1 2 2 1 6
$60,000
Pacific I 1 I 1 1 5
$50,000
HK City 1 1 1 1 1 5
$50, 000
lllrect




(1) Ming Pao: For October, advertisement will appear at the last week
Friday. For November, advertisement will appear when
Macau Grand Prix is held. For December, it will appear
in Fri-day every other week and starts from the first week.
For January, it will be appeared in Friday of the third
week.
(2) Pacific: Once every month (monthly publication)
(3) HK City: Once every month (monthly publication)
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Media Plan: Plan: SPACE WAGON Series (by frequency)
85/5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 86/1 2 3 4 Total
Press
SCMP 1 2 2 5
$50,000
Direct




Ming Pao: For November, advertisement will appear in wednesday of the
last week. For December and January, advertisement will
appear in Wednesday every other week.
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CHAPTER XVIII
PROMOTION-- SALES PROMOTION, PUBLICITY AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
Sales Promotion Objective
The purpose of sales promotion is to provide short term incentives
to encourage purchase of the product. The sales promotion objective
of Universal Cars Limi Led is to use various sales promotion activities
to sell 80 cars.
Sales Promotion Strategy
The sales promotion strategies to increase sales are:
(1) To provide opportunites for target consumers to see the products,
to get into the car and to experience its features and benefits.
(2) To provide some short term incentives to induce the potential buyers
to purchase immediately.
(3) To improve the consumers product knowledge, to handle their
complaints and questions and to correct any type of negative
perceptions about the products.





In the past, Universal Cars Limited has organized large scale car
shows in famous shopping arcades or hotels, and small scale car
exhibitions in suburban residential areas every year. Provided with
detailed definition of the target market, Universal Cars Limited can
locate the target consumers very easily. These types of sales promotior
activities have been proved to be very effective, and will continue in
1985.
The types of cars exhibited in each exhibition will depend on the
characteristics of the audiences or households nearby. The timing of
these exhibition should be between Nov and Jan, one month before the
peak season of automobile sales. The intention is to approach the
potential buyers when they have already started the decision making
process and to presell or sell the products to them.
Jackie Chan Trophy
During the period of the Jackie Chan Trophy, the company may ask
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation to ship 5 COLTS. These cars are similar
to those that are used in the race. Universal Cars Limited will
exhibit these cars in the showrooms and shopping arcades, and this will
inform the target consumers that only these 5 special cars are
available, and other COLT Series will he sold at a discount during the
month of the Trophy.
Trade in Value Estimation
In January, the beginning of the peak season, Universal Cars
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Limited will offer a telephone service for used car owners to evaluate
the trade in value of their used cars. This service is to attract used
car owners or even new buyers to contact the company before they contact
the competitors. This initial contact will provide more opportunities
for the sales force to communicate with the potential buyers.
Publicity Objective
The publicity objective is to convince the target market that
Mitsubishi automobiles are of high quality and equipped with state
of the art luxury features. It is a supplement to the promotion
objective.
Publicity Strategy
The strategies to achieve the publicity objective are:
(1) To place newsworthy information into the news media to attract
consumers' attention to the product and service.
(2) To publicize through news media specific events and happenings
related to the products.
Publicity Tactics
Jackie Chan Trophy
During the Jackie Chan Trophy, Universal Cars Limited will ask
some newspapers to report the events. This news can increase the
brand awareness and promote the sportive image of the COLT Series.
However, the implementation of this tactics would require a good
personal relationship with the newspaper journalists and editors.
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Driving Test ReDort
Whenever there are new models or new features added to existing
products, the company should invite various journalists or test drivers
of car magazines to test the products, and write articles for these car
magazines. This can improve the consumers' product knowledge and
enhance the products' images provided that the information is
favorable to the product or the company can censor the material before
the information is publicized.
The company will collect both internal and external information
and identify the newsworthiness of this information. This practice
will increase the possibility of obtaining suitable material for
publicity.
public Relations Objective
The public relations objective is to earn public understanding and
acceptance of Universal Cars Limited and Mitsubishi automobiles.
More specifically, the public relations objective is to create an image
such that the general public perceives that the company is a good
citizen of the society (average 4.0 on semantic differential scale).
Public Relations Strategy
The public relations strategies are:
(1) To maintain open communication channels to handle complaints and
opinions of the public.
(2) To be polite in handling consumer requests or needs.
Public Relations Tactics
Universal Cars Limited presently do not have serious problem in
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public relations, both the company and the brand are accepted by the
general public. Nevertheless, the company should make some efforts
to create a favorable image in the public. For example, the companycan
improve the procedures of handling customers' requests and complaints.
This can be achieved by asking all staff members including telephone
operators, service men and top management to response politely to the
consumers. The most effective way to implement this tactics is to
persuade the top management people to adopt the practice first and then





In Universal Cars Limited, the sales force is expected to perform
five tasks:
(1) Prospecting. Finding and cultivating new customers.
(2) Communicating. Communicating information about the company's
products and S|crviccs to existing and potential customers.
(3) Selling. Appproaching, presenting, answerign objcctions and
closing . sales.
(4) Servicing. Providing various services to the customers--
consulting on their problems, rendering technical assistance,
arranging financing, and expediting delivery.
(5) Data Reporting. Crrying out market rosearch and generating
information and saleas reports on their customer calls.
Sales Force Strategy
The sales force strategy defines what type of selling would be most
effcctive, what kind of sales force structure would work best, how large
the sales force should be, and how the sales force should be
compcnsated. In addition, the sales force strategy also addrcsses the
most effective recruitment process, training and supervisioa.
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Type of Selling
In the past, the sales for passenger cars involve single sales
representative talking to a single prospect or customer in
person or over the phone. Since the decision making process of buying a
passenger car involve a small number of decision makers (usually only
one) who are tecllnicaUly ignorant, a single sales representative would
be enough to handle this type of selling situation.
However, the introduction of SPACE WAGON Series require a new
strategy. The target market of SPACE WAGON Series is company buyers,
the decisions are made by committees. This selling situation requires
a different approach.
A sales team composed of two sales representatives is recommended,
because company selling usually involves complicated, detailed
discussions and negotiations, which is very different from consumer
selling. Two sales representatives together would contribute a larger
pool of experience as well as complement each other in abilities.
Moreover, a sales team with two representatives can facilitate the use
of many negotiation tactics.
Sales Force Structure
The passenger cars sold by Universal Cars Limited are basically
similar in nature with the exception of the SPACE WAGON Series. The
buyers are found in many locations, therefore the company should use
Territorial-structured sales force in order to have the maximum impact
on-the market. Each sales representative is given an exclusive
territory in which to represent the company's full line.
This territorial-structured sales force has a number of advantages.
First, it results in a clear definition of a sales representative's
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responsibilities. As the only representative working the territory, he
bears the credit or blame for area sales to the extent that personal
selling effort makes a difference. This personal responsibility tends
to encourage a high level of effort, expecially when management is able
to gauge fairly accurately the area's sales potential. Responsibility
for a definite territory increases the sales representative's incentive
to cultivate local business and personal ties. These ties tend to
improve the quality of the sales representative's effectiveness. Travel
time and cost are also likely to be relatively small, since each sales
representative's travel takes place within the bounds of a small
geographical territory. This territorial structure is recommended for
GALANT, LANCER and COLT Series. The selling strategy for the SPACE
WAGON Series is more complicated, a special selling team should be
assigned to this market.
The physical size of the territory assigned to each sales
representative depends on the market potential of that area. The market
potential can he determined by the number of household units in all
luxury residential buildings in that area. This estimation method is a
simple way to determine the market potential within a territory, but the
actual income level, purchasing behavior and other uncontrollable
factors may affect the estimated market potential, in that case, the
company must revise the boundary of the territories.
Sales Force Size
The company should determine the appropriate size of the sales
force because the sales force are among the most productive and
expensive assets in the company. The workload approach is a feasible
method to apply in Universal Cars Limited and it consists of the
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1 0 1 Lowing stets:
(1) Determine the nun ber of consumers that the sales representatives can
successfully contact and make sales presentation.
(?) Determine the required average call frequencies for this group of
customers.
(3) Determine the number of customers is multiplied by the average call
frequencies to arrive at the total workload for the market, in sales
calls per year.
(4) Determine average number of calls a sales representative can
make per year.
(5) Determine the number of sales representatives needed by dividing the
the total calls required by the average annual calls made by a sales
represen to t ive.
The cal culation of size of the sales force for Universal Cars
Limited'is illustrated as below.
Number of potential customers : 6000
Average call frequencies 3
Total workload in sales call: 18000
730Average number of call per year:
25Size of sales force:
The present sales force size appears appropriate, and it should be
maintained at that level through 1985. However, the quality of the
sales force may have to change to match the characteristics of the
target markets.
Qurali[:ications and Job Descriptions
The quaal_i.ficat.i.ons of new sales representative are amended to
develop an effi.cient sales force to handle the target markets. The new
qualifications of sales represenatative are mature and presenat•able
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outlook, outgoing and mature personality, good communication skills
(Cantonese and English), 23 years old or above, the ability to feel as
the customer does-- empathy and a strong personal need to make the
sales-- ego drive. The job description of sales representative is to
perform the tasks listed in the sales force objectives.
Recruiting Procedures
The company will set up a formal public recruiting process and
post recruitment notices in various newspapers such as the South China
Morning Post, Hong Kong Standard to recruit the best people from the job
market. The Sales Manager or Assistant Sales Managers is responsible
for interviewing the applicants and evaluating them against the required
qualifications.
Other Recruitment Strategy
In fact, the most helpful way for the company to build up its sales
force is by recruiting experienced sales representatives from the
competitors which may include Honda and Toyota. The experience and
and knowledge of these competitors' sales representatives related to
the luxury car market and customers are assets of Universal Cars
Limited. The company can disseminate and divert the recruitment message
to the competitors' sales representatives through its own sales force or
people who have personal connection with them.
Compensation
The present compensation system of Universal Cars Limited is very
competitive, but still not high enough to retain high quality sales
representatives for a long period of time. In. view of this, the company
may:
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(1) Increase the compensation and fringe benefits to retain people
(2) Provide consultation or training to improve the sales force
productivity to improve their earnings.
(3) Reduce the impact of the high turnover rate on the company
productivity.
Considering the }present compensation system, the company has
already offered very competitive income to the sales force, unless the
company increase the rate significantly, the turnover rate may not be
improved. The company therefore should take action (2) (3) to solve
the turnover problem, action (2) (3) are discussed below.
Sales Training and Presentation
Presently, the company offers minimal assistance to the sales fore(
in developing sales presentations. However, the sales presentation is
one of the most powerful marketer controllable factors. It is also a
determining factor of success and affects the sales force morale.
A new training program is developed to improve the quality of the
sales presentation. This training program has the following steps:
(1) First 8 weeks:
The senior sales representative takes the new sales
representative to the field and teaches him basic product and
market knowledge selling process and techniques. The new sales
representative also studies the salesman's manuals to learn detail
product knowledge.
(2) 9th week:
The Sales Manager gives the new representative an oral test to
assess what the representative has learned so far and determine what
knowledge or skills have to he improved.
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(3) 10th- l2nd week:
The Assistant Sales Manager accompanies the sales representative
for two weeks on. the field. The objective is to help the new
representative develop an effective sales presentation and meet the
sales force objectives.
(4) 13th week:
The Sales Manager gives the new representative another oral test
to make sure that the sales representative has reached an acceptable
level.
Supervision
The company still- has to supervise the representative's performanc
after the training period. The company therefore adopts a supervision
system which .includes quotas, and customer sales records. This system
has certain weaknesses. First, this supervision system only relies on
automatic supervisory techniques (i.e. customers sales records and
quotas), but neglect other supervision techniques. One of the most
important techniques is personal consultation. Whenever there are
problems in the sales representatives' performance, the Sales Manager
or Assistant Sales Manager should identify the problems with the sales
representatives together, and provide support to solve the problem. If
the problems get solved, the morale of the sales representative can be
maintained.
Sales Packages
The sales packages usually includes phamplets, booklets and price
lists. These sales packages play an important role in the automobile
purchase decision process. The potential buyers will collect the
sales packages of different brands and compare them feature by
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feature. So the beauty of the pictures and the descriptions of the
features definitely give credits to the product at the final decision.
However, the sales packages of GALANT, the flagship of Mitsubishi
Motors, are poorly designed. The use of golden Egyptian Treasury has
shadowed the GALANT which is in dark paint. The overall effect is
detrimental to the product image and affect its sales. Therefore the
Universal Cars Limited should use its relationship with Mitsubishi
Motors Corporation to request the manufacturer to redesign the sales




Product and Service Objective
The product objective of Universal Cars Limited is to provide high
quality luxurious Mitsubishi automobiles and after sales services to the
users (average 4.0 on semantic differential scales). After sales
services is as important as the product itself as it maintains the
Products in Lyood condition.
Product and Service Strategy
Universal Cars Limited should adopt the following strategies to
provide quality products and services:
(1) Ensure constant and reliable supply of products.
(2) Ensure constant and reliable supply of product in different colours.
(3) Offer products that are equipped with the most luxury features
available from the manufacturer.
(4) Install new luxury features to the luxury automobiles whenever the
features are available for installation.
(5) Offer reliable and efficient after sales services to the users.
Product and Service Tactics
Universal. Cars Limited must make detailed sales forecasts to ensure
a constant supply of products since it takes two months to ship products
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from Japan to Hong Kong. The accuracy of the present forecast system
is satisfactory, but in peak seasons, there are always problems in
supplying products with the right color.
The color of the automobiles affects the consumers' decisions as
different colors create different images in the buyers' minds.
Therefore, different buyers' prefer different colors. Based on the
interviews with general car .users, the colors of Mitsubishi automobiles
are not very acceptable, among the general car users. Universal Cars
Limited should therefore exercise its relationship with the Mitsubishi.
Motors Corporation to assess the possibility of changing the color
range of the automobiles.
Universal Cars Limited should keep itself informed about the most
up-to-date product' specifications and features. This information
enables the company to install the most up-to-date features promptly and
to use these features as a 'satisfier' to attract potential buyers.
This information will he collected into the Product Database which is
discussed in Chapter XXIII.
Presently, the company has offered a full line of maintenance and
repair services to the users, but just repair and maintenance services
are not enough. Universal Cars Limited should reduce the consumers'
discontent by (1) improving the facilities of the service centers to
improve the reliability of the services (2) taking the initiative to





The distribution objective of Universal Cars Limited is to provide
convenient and obvious showroom locations for consumers. In measurable
terms, the distribution objective is stated as 80% of the target
consumers know that there are showrooms in certain locations.
Distribution Strategy
The distribution strategy spells out the selection criteria for a
suitable showroom location. These selection criteria are discussed
below.
(1) Trade area potential
Luxury automobiles are expensive and high involvement products,
therefore consumers tend to go through a longer decision making process
before purchasing. For high involvement products, consumers are more
willing to travel a longer distance to visit the distribution outlets
because they are willing to pay more effort to collect useful
information for their decision making.
l-long Kong is only a small area, and the transporation systems are
well developed, therefore, an easily accessible showroom location can
attract potential buyers from a number of target markets. In fact, one
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showroom in Hong Kong Ls1and, one in Kowloon and one in New Territories
are enough to serve all target markets in Hong Kong.
(2) Accessibility
The location must be easily accessed either on foot or by car,
and it must he easily recognized by consumers. Therefore, the showroom
must he within short walk distance, from major arteries of traffic or car
parks, but actual walking distance may be different from psychological
distance. This psychological distance is affected by the attractions of
the area, which are discussed below.
(3) Cumulative attraction
If the showroom is in an area where competitors are located, then
this large number of car showrooms will create a.cumulative attraction.
The potential buyers know that once they are in the showroom area, they
will obtain a large amount of useful information from other showrooms.
Therefore, they are more willing to travel longer distance and the
psychological distance in the consumer's mind is reduced.
(4) Compatibility
If the products selling in nearby shops are compatible with the
cars in the showroom, then that area will also create a cumulative
attraction which will benefit these stores and the showrooms.
Mitsubishi automobiles are positioned as luxury automobiles, if the
surrounding shops are selling luxury products such as jewellery, these
shops will help the showroom to draw consumers from high income
families.
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(5) Competition and Store image
If the showroom is located near the competitors, it will benefit
from the Cumulative attention mentioned above, but the existance of
competitors nearby is still.a threat to the company sales. Therefore,
one. alternative is to induce the consumers to visit thel
showroom by increasing the attraction of the showrooms. This
alternative has led to the question of store image. The design,
decoration and architecture of the showroom will give consumers certain
images about the products. The store image is determined by a number of
factors which is listed below.
(a) Architecture of the building in which the showroom is located
(b) Exterior design of the showroom
(c) The presentation of the products
(d) Interior design of the showroom
(e) Atmosphere of the store
(f) Cleaniness and tidiness of the showroom
(g) Behavior of the sales personnels
(h) The architecture, social class, residents of the surrounding
buildings.
The store image created must be consistent with the product
positionings and message strategie. As most potential buyers visit
the showrooms to obtain more information for their decision making,
the company should take this opportunity to convey some more
information regarding the image of the products in addition to the sales
pack nge and sales talk.
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(6) Economics
The location economics is the analysis of the relation between
cost and productivity. Universal Cars Limited must evaluate the cost
and benefit relationship before deciding the showroom location.
Howvever, besides these financial factors, there are some other factors
which are also needed to be considered. They are listed as follows:
(a) Size of the store
(b) Shape of the store






The pedestrian interruption will create an negative effect of
compatibility and reduce the business of neighbouring retailers. The
company must be aware of their effects on the business and try to
foresee the probability of their occurance. The most common types of
interruption are created by:
(a) Dead spots
(b) Physical breaks in side walk
(c) Cross traffic
(d) Inhibiting qualities such as noise and odor.
(e) Congestion on pedestrian
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Distribution Tactics
Presently, the company has two showrooms in Tsimshatsui and
Aberdeen respectively. Based on comments from customers, the evaluation of
these two showrooms are illustrated below on a five point scale with
l means that the factor has created an unfavourable effect and 5 means
favourable effect on the showroom sales volume and image.









Store Image: Consistent with the
product positionings?






33Behavior of the sales personnels
33Behavior of the visitors
32Surrounding buildings
2422Total
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The locations of both showrooms are far from satisfactory.
Therefore, Universal Cars Limited should consider to change the showroom
locations to more suitable locations, and invite an interior designer to
redesign the showrooms' decoration.
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Pricing Objective
The Pricing objective is to provide at least 10% net profit margin
to the company and to create a prestigeous image (average 4.0 on
semantic differential scale). The prestigeous image is created by the
prestigeous pricing effect because consumers of luxury products will
evaluate the quality and status of the products by their prices.
Pricing Strategy
The pricing strategies for achieving the objective are listed as
follows:
(1) Maintain the product price at a premium to convey the message
that the product is of high quality.
(2) Determine the retail price such that the product can offer at
least 10% net profit margin to the company.
Pricing Tactics
The present pricing policy has adopted the above strategies and can
fulfill the pricing objectives. Therefore, no action program is




Control and evaluation are necessary procedures to assess the
performance of the company as a whole, or the performance of individual
activities such as the tactics developed for each marketing mix.
Besides serving the purpose of assessing performance, the findings from
the evaluation is also a valuable feedback information to control the
ongoing activities by making necessary adjustment or for future
marketing decisions.
Evaluation by Objective (EBO)
The control and evaluation process actually starts when various
objectives are established in this business plan. All these objectives
are stated in term of either quantitiative variables such as sales
figures' or qualitative variables such as consumer perception on product
quality or both. For each of these variables, a target is set such as
number of cars sold for sales figures and average scores on the
semantic differential scales for consumer perceptions.
These variables provide directions for the controller to collect
relevant data for evaluation. The targets for these variables, on the
other hand, provide yardsticks for the controller to compare the
collected data and determine whether the objectives are achieved.
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Data for Evaluation
Various methods are suggested to obtain information for evaluation.
They are discussed as follows:
Focus Groan Interviewing
In focus group interview, from six to ten persons who are typical
of the target market are subjectively selected and invited to gather'
for about one hour to discuss the product, the service or the company.
A group leader probes the group members' feeling and behavior toward
a subject, encouraging as much free discussion as possible. The
comments are recorded and subsequently examined by company management
for clues about market's thinking.
In the focus group interview, the leader can also use a structured
questionnaire to assess the group members' feeling and perception. The
questionnaire should contain the variables stated in various objectives
to obtain measurement for the effect of different marketing efforts and
tactics. This simple data collection method is recommended to evaluate
all objectives in this plan except:
(1) Marketing Objectives
(2) Sales promotion objectives
(3) Sales force objectives
nhcrvational Research
The controller can linger around showrooms and listen to how
consumers talk about the Products and who are the buyers, are they come
from the target market? The controller can also linger around traffic
arteries to observe who are the users? The major limitation of this
data collection method is that the. findings are sub ective .and may be
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affected by personal bias.
Casual Interviewing
The controller can talk casually to various people-- users,
potential users and sales force. The controller can do this by striking
up conversation, rather than acting as interviewers. The controller may
interview the Sales Manager and the sales force to assess whether they
have fulfilled the job requirements set in the sales force objectives.
Customer Complaint and Opinion
Another method to collect data is through customer complaints and
opinions. The company should maintain an open attitude to handle
complaints and regard them as market information for future marketing
decisions.
Secondary Data Research
Secondary data are those that already exist somewhere, having been
collected for another purpose. To evaluate the marketing objectives and
the sales promotion objectives, the controller can assess the internal
company sales records and compare the sales figures with that stated in
these objectives. For the evaluation of sales force, even its objective
is not stated in measurable terms, but the sales force has its own
supervision system. This system is using quotas and calling cards
systems as supervision tools, so the contoller can evaluate each sales




The data collection methods mentioned above, with the exception of
secondary data research,.have a major limitation. All of them do not
have sampling validity and therefore cannot make inference to the
population. This limitation can only be solved by a formal survey
research which use probablistic sampling method.
However, a formal survey research usually takes a few weeks to a
few months to finish, so it is unable to provide data for frequent
control and evaluation activities, but the company is recommended to
conduct a large scale research. A detailed proposal for this formal
survey research is enclosed in Chapter XXV.
Evaluation Plan
The Evaluation plan determines the timing and frequency of the
evaluation activities. The purpose of this plan is to ensure that
appropriate evaluation is conducted at a suitable time for each
objective to provide feedback information.
Evaluation Plan: Corporate Level Objectives










Evaluation Plan: Product Line Level Ohiectives-- GALANT Series




Evaluation Plan: Product Line Level Objectives-- LANCER Series




Evaluation Plan: Product Line Level Obiectives-- COLT Series
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The control and evaluation systems discussed in Chapter XXII is
in fact a feedback system which provides data about the internal
environment of the company and its marketing mix. With these data, the
top management can control performance of company by developing action
programs or tactics.
However, just reading sales figures and consumer focus report can
not provide sufficient external environment information for strategic
decision making. The company should establish an efficient marketing
information systems to handle both internal and external environment
information systematically. Several databases are recommended, and they
are discussed below.
Product Database
The purpose of the product database is to handle the information of
all passenger car series manufactured by Mitsubishi Motors Corporation.
Universal Cars Limited can use this database to evaluate the existing
product profile line-stretching, line-filling, line-modernization and
line-featuring decisions.
Database Content:
Record of each series should contain the following data items.





(5) Suggested retail price
(6) Photo on exterior styling
(7) Photo on interior styling
(8) Sales performance in Hong Kong
(9) Profit contribution in Hong Kong
(10) Sales performance in Japan
(11) Factory production volume
(12) Reorder period
Output Reports Generated:
(1) Detail record of one series
(2) Summary listing of all series
(3) Summary listing of percentage contribution to sales and profits of
existing and proposed products in the product profile
Processing:
(1) Prepare detail report on each data item for all series
(2) Prepare summary listing by summarizing the information from the
detail reports of each series.
(3) Prepare listing on sales and profit contribution by summarizing
sales and profit records of all existing and proposed products.
Input Data Sources:






(6) Factory production information
(7) Universal Cars Limited information
(8) Japan headquarters sales information
Hardware and Software Required:
This product database mainly involves word processing activities, so it
can be operated either manually or with the help of word processing
hardware and software.
Target Market Database
The purpose of target market database is to handle information
about the market. The company can use this information to identify
the main trends and developments in the luxury car market and to
predict the physical actions and psychological responses of the target
consumers towards certain marketing activities. These predictions are
particularly important in determining target markets, and designing
marketing mix for them.
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Database Content:




- Residential Region Tai Hang, South of Hong Kong Island, Peak





Old married couple with children grown up- Family life cycle
HK$20,000 per month- Income
Professional and technical managers- Occupation
Some college graduated college- Education
(3) Psychologic
Upper middles, lower uppers- Social Class
Hardworking, like to show off and- Life Style
emphasize luxurious comfortable life
Conservative, authoritarian, ambitious- Personality
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(4) Behavioristic
Replace used product before Chinese New- Purchase pattern
Year
Prestige, luxury comfort- Benefits sought
- User status Regular user, Heavy user
- Usage rate Twice a dayl
Strong brand loyalty towards Benz, Honda- Loyalty' status
Aware, informed, desirous, intending to- Readiness stage
buy
Mitsubishi Motorsbrand preference




(7) Impact on Company Business
Output Reports Generated:
(1) Detail report of each target market
(2) Summary report of all target markets
Processing:
(1) Prepare detail report for each target market
(2) Prepare summary reports by summarizing the information from the
detail reports.
(3) Estimate the impact on the company business
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Input Data Sources:
(1) Formal survey research in the target markets
(2) Focus group interviews with target consumers
(3) Observational research in major traffic arteries and car parks
(4) Casual interviews with target consumers and sales force
(5) Secondary data research in statistical publications and newspapers
(6) Managerial subjective judgement
(7) Expert opinions from various managers or experts
Hardware and Software Required:
The processing of this database mainly involves report writing. It
can be operated either manually or with the help of a word processing
hardware and software.
Competitor Database
The purpose of competitors database is to handle the information
of various type of competitors. The company can use this database to
identify the trends and development of these competitors. The more
important usage of this database is to force the management to collect
data about the competitive environment and to estimate their effect on
the business.
Database:
The competitor database will include data of the following competitors.
(1) Desire competitors: other immediate desires that the target




- home interior design and decoration
- other luxury goods such as yacht and jewellery.
- luxury services such as travelling
- durable goods such as home appliances, visual and audio equipments
(2) Generic competitors: other basic ways in which the buyer can satisfy
type of competitors consists of mainly other public transportation
systems such as minibus, taxi and MTR.
(3) Brand competitors: other brands of similar product that can satisfy
the desire of the target market. This database will include a
comparison of Mitsubishi Motors with other competitors feature by
feature and the information about the competitors' activities. The
company can use this brand competitors records to identify the
strengths and weaknesses of automobiles and Universal Cars Limited.
(4) Recent development of each type of competitor
(5) Future trend of each type of competitor
(6) Effect on the company business of these competitors
Output Reports Generated:
(1) Monthly summary repcrts on each type of competitors.
Processing:
(1) Prepare summary report by summarizing the information from various
sources
(2) Estimate the impact on the company busines
the desire which can also be satmfied by Mitsubishi Motors. This
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Input Data Sources:
(1) Casual interviews with target consumers and competitors
(2) Observational research in the competitors' marketing activities
(3) Competitors sales booklets
(4) Competitors sales phamplets
(5) Sales force opinion
(6) Focus group interviews with target consumers




(8) Managerial subjective judgement
(9) Expert opinion from managers or experts
Hardware and Software Required:
The processing of this database involves report writing and material
cutting. It can be operated either manually or with the help of a
word processing hardware and software.
Environment Database
The purpose of the environment database is to handle information
from various environment forces. The company can use these information
to identify the opportunities and threats of the company and compile
action programs to capture opportunities or to reduce impact of the
threats promptly.
Database:
This databasc will contin information from the following environmental
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forces:
(1) Economy: General economy growth, unemployment rate, purchasing power
and total deposit amount in the banks.
(2) Political: Political policy and announcements of the Hong Kong and
Communist Chinese Government.
(3) Legal: The restrictions and regulations imposed on motor or gasoline
by the Government.
(4) Recent development of each environmental forces.
(5) Future trend of each environmental forces.
(6) Effect on the company business.
Output Reports Generated:
(1) Bi-monthly summary reports on each environmental forces.
Processing:
(1) Prepare summary report by summarizing the information from various
sources
(2) Estimate the impact on the company busines
Input Data Sources:
(1) Sales figures
(2) Sales force opinion
(3) Focus-group interview with target consumers




(5) Managerial subjective judgement
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(6) Expert opinion from managers or experts
Hardware and Software Required:
The processing of this database mainly involves report writing. It
can be operated either manually or with the'help of word-processing
hardware and software.
Sale Fnrrn Database
This is a database that handles the experience of the sales force.
The new sales representatives can use this database to learn selling
techniques and the tactics used in the selling process. The Sales
Manager can also analyze the data in this database to identify problems
and develop solutions for the problems. The the purpose of this database
is to accumulate the experience of the sales force and assist the sales
management to improve the productivity and effectivness of the sales
force.
Database:
This database will contain the experiences of the sales force in the
selling process. Specifically, this database will contain the following
information:
(1) Prospecting:Someone who may need the products.
(a) What are the characteristics of suspects.
(b) how to identify a suspect.
(c) flow to obtain the names and addresses of the suspects.
When the sales force obtains' the name of a likely customer, it is
merely a lead to a prospect -- a 'suspect' The name must be qualified
as to the consumer's needs and ability to buy before it can be
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considered a prospect. The qualification of suspects is one of the
functions of the next stop in the selling process-- the preapproach.
(2) The preapproach: An informational and psychological preparation
before starting to sell products to the prospects.
(a) How to disclose the suspect's need and ability to buy.
(b) How to identify what the prospect is looking for and tailor the
presentation to suit his needs.
(c) How to provide information that may keep yourself from making
serious tactical errors during the presentation.
(d) How to increase self confidence and makes yourself feel able to
handle whatever may arise during the sale.
(3) The approach: Build up a relation with the prospects.
(a) How to get the prospect's attention.
(b) How to inspire the prospect's interest in hearing more about the
products.
(c) How to introduce yourself.
(d) What is the appropriate approach to introduce the product to the
prospects.(Product oriented/Customer-benefit approach)
- Product oriented approach
Guide the prospects to take a look at the products and sell
the product features to the consumers.
- Consumer-benefit approach
Starts the sale by informing the prospects of what benefits
the products can provide.
(4) The presentation: Present the products and show the eenerics tnat
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await the prospects.
(a) What are the selling points and benefits of the product.
(b) What other materials should be covered in the sales presentation
(c) How to present the selling points and benefits to the prospects.
(d) How to prepare the sales presentation.
(e) When to prepare the sales presentation.
(f) How to build up a two way communication with the prospects to
obtain more information about them and make sure that they got
the points.
(g) How to evaluate and control the response of the prospects
during the presentation.
(h) When should the sales represenatives distribute sales booklets
and phamplets to the prospects.
(i) How to use the sales booklets and phamplets.
(1) How to trade the prospects up.
(S) The trial close: Prompt the prospect to take action or determine
whether the prospects are ready to buy.
(a) When should the sales representatives make a trial close.
(b) How to close the sales.
(c) What to do if the prospects refuse to make decision immediately.
(d) What to do if the prospects do not want to buy the products.
(6) Objections: The prospects have some questions or objections about
the products.
(a) What questions do the prospects usually ask.
(b) How to answer these questions.
(c) What to say if the prospects do not satisfy with the answers.
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(d) What to do if the prospects do not satisfy with the answers
(7) The closing: Get the order.
(a) When should the sales representatives close the sale.
(b) How to close the sales.
(c) What to say and what to do if the prospects refuse to make
decisions immediately.
(d) What to say and what to do if the prospects do not want to buy
the products.
(8) Follow-up: A good follow-up is the key to build a loyal clientele.
(a) How to follow-up-
(b) When should the sales representatives follow-up.
output Report Generated:
A full list of answers for each question mentioned above.
Processing:
Prepare the question list and answer list.
Input Data Sources:
(1) Sales force experience and opinion
(2) Sales Managers' opinions
Hardware and Software Required:
This is mainly written work, so the system can be operated manually or





In this business plan, a number of new marketing activities are
recommended. Some of these activities are labor intensive such as:
(1) Direct Mailing: More than 30,000 sales packages will be sent to
the target consumers.
(2) Sales Force Training: The Assistant Sales Manager will accompany
the new sales representatives for two weeks on the field to assist
him to develop an effective sales presentation. The field work of
the Assistant Sales Manager will be increased and his office hour
will be reduced. Somebody has to take up part of his clerical work.
(3) Sales Force Database: The company will develop a new sales force
database, so additional manpower is required to interview the sales
representatives to collect their experience and prepare questions
and answers for the database.
(4) Control and Evaluation: The new control and evaluation system
will require the company to conduct focus group interviews and other
researches. These interviews and researches will require some
manpower to organize and to analyze the findings.
(5) Competitor Database: The company will develop a competitor
database. Additional manpower is required to collect data, cut
newspapers as well as to prepare reports.
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(6) Environment Database: The environment database will collect all
information about the environmental factors. Additional manpower is
also required to collect data as well as to prepare reports.
All these new activities require additional manpower, but the
workload varies throughout the year. The company therefore should hire
some part time workers to responsible for these activities. These part
time workers should be college students or university students depending
on the nature of the jobs. The recruited part time workers can be
divided into several teams to take up different responsibilities.
(1) Team A: 10 persons. Responsible for copying addresses of the target
market from the Statistical Department. A team leader with
higher pay is required to ensure that the team members are
doing the job properly and the addresses are accurate.
(2) Team B: 2 to 4 persons. Responsible for packing the sales packages
into the envelopes and typing the addresses on them.
'(3) Team C: 10 persons. Responsible for taking the direct mails to
the mailbox of the target market.
(4) Team D: 2 persons, prefer marketing major university students.
Responsible for organizing, leading the focus group and
submit reports to the management and compile the Target
Market Database.
(5) Team E: 2 persons, prefer marketing major university students.
Responsible for interviewing the sales representatives and
analyzing the other materials to compile necessary data for




A detail financial planning especially cash flow analysis is
required to support all the marketing activities in this business plan.
The purpose of cash flow analysis is to identify whether the company
has sufficient cash to meet its obligations.
Although, the financial information about the company is not
accessible, the major cash inflow is from sales revenue, and the major
cash outflow is the inventory followed by the marketing expenses.
Universal Cars Limited should have an efficient inventory management
system as well as a good sales forecast.
If Universal Cars Limited cannot make an accurate sales forecast,
then it will be either out of stock or have too many inventory. The
former case will result in customers discontent. The latter case will
cause captial locked in the inventory. Both will affect the company's
liquidity and profitability.
Therefore, the best situation is to have minimum inventory on hand
at all time, and adequate amount of products is on their way to Hong
Kong to meet market demand. All in all, the sales forecast is the core
of financial management.
One method to obtain an.accurate sales forcast is by formal survey
research in which the target market is asked whether they are going to
buy a new car in the coming year. In fact, a research proposal is
prepared in Chapter XXV. This research will be useful in obtaining




The uses of formal survey research in control and evaluation and in
collecting data for various database have been discussed in Chapter
XXIII and XXIV respectively. The validity of the research findings is
crucial in making sound management decisions, and it depends on the
quality of the research design and the accuracy of the data collected.
In this chapter, a research design is prepared. The Universal Cars
Limited is suggested to conduct this research to obtain relaible
findings for strategic management and control.
The Universal Cars Limited is selling GALANT, LANCER, COLT and
SPACE WAGON Series under Mitsubishi Motors, so individual research can
be conducted for each series and the brand name. The company can also
conduct a large scale reseach to study all of them at the same time.
Nevertheless, the research design of the four products and the brand
name is similar, and this proposal is prepared for studying one
series only-- Mitsubishi GALANT.
Theoretical Background
This reseach proposal is emphasized on the study of the consumers'
beliefs, which can reflect the image of GALANT and the brand name in
in the consumers' mind. The beliefs consumers have of a product have
been found to be closely associated with the attitude they possessed
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towards that product. A belief is a descriptive thought that a person
holds about something, and the set of belief that a person holds for
an object is called its image.
Therefore, the company should aware the image that target consumers
carry in their heads about GALANT. If some of the beliefs are wrong and
inhibit purchase, the company may develop tactics and action programs
such as advertising to correct these beliefs. Thus, the first objective
of this research is to reveal customers' beliefs. The company can also
use the findings to evaluate its advertising, product and pricing
objectives or to build up its target market database.
The product image is the result of various learning experience
consumers learn about the product via previous usage experience, and
most importantly through promotion, particually in the case of high
quality luxury automobiles. In fact, the popularity of a luxury
automobile depends largely on the ability to create a prestigeous image
to differentate it from the competitors. In view of the importance of
product image, the second objective is to use Multidimentional Scaling
(MDS) to produce perceptual maps. These maps can depict the product
positioning of GALANT relative to those of the competitors.
Brand awareness is another important factor that determines the
the success of a luxury automobile. The higher the brand awareness of
a particular automobile, the higher the probability for it is to be
considered by the consumers. Thus, the third objective is to
investigate the brand awareness of GALANT.
The Universal Cars Limited may also want to know the importance of
various factors in affecting the consumer's decision to buy GALANT or
not. With the understanding of these factors, the management can direct
efforts in monitoring the most important factors to obtain significant
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results. This is the purpose of the fourth objective.
This research can also study the target consumers' buying intention
and their awareness of the showroom location. These findings will be
useful in sales forecasting and'in evaluating the distribution
objective.
Research Objectives
The various objectives mentioned above are stated concretely as
follows:
(1) To reveal the beliefs of the consumers about GALANT.
(2) To investigate the image of GALANT relative to competitors' images
in the target consumers' mind.
(3) To identify the awareness of GALANT relative to other competitors.
(4) To single out those significant factors that determine the decision
of the target consumers whether to buy GALANT or not.
(5) To determine the buying intention of the target consumers.




A product is a complex stimulus to a consumer since it consists of
numerous characteristics and attributes. A product can be described by
its product attributes, user's life styles, situations suitable to use
that product. Therefore, the image of GALANT can be seggregated into
the following dimensions with variables describing each of them.
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(1) Dimension 1 Product Attributes
(2) Dimension 2 Perceived User's Life Style
(3) Dimension 3 Perceived Situations Suitable to Use GALANT
This research will also include variables that describe the.






















Proposing the Image Variables
The variables for the image dimensions are proposed by a focus
group interview. In this focus group interview, a group of subjects
typical of the target market are asked to brainstorm and spell out thf
descriptions for each dimension for luxury automobiles (no particular
brand is stated at this stage).
Pretest the Image Variables
The variables from the focus group interview have to go through a
pretest. A questionnaire will be prepared, and another 30 subjects
will be inteviewed with the questionnaire in which 5 point semantic
differential scales are used to collect data of their perceptions on
each variable for GALANT.
Finalize the Image Variables
The raw data collected will be further analyzed to select the
appropriate variables for the formal interview. The procedures are
described as follows: (APPENDIX 20)
(1) Sum up the scores of all image variables given by respondents to
obtain a 'total score'.
(2) Calculate standard deviation for each variable. If the standard
deviation of a variable is too high, this indicates that its wording
may be too vague, the respondents are unable to understand the questions.
This eventually will result in unreliable data.
(3) Perform correlation analysis to investigate the correlation between
the total scores and the score of each variable. This is to measure.
internal consistency which is a critical requirement for
reliability.
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(4) Obtain an 'Evaluation Score' by multiplying the correlation
coefficient and the reciprocal of the standard deviation of each
variable.
Correlation X (1/Standard deviation)
= Evalation Score
(5) Select 25 variables with highest evaluation score for the formal
interview.
Besides using variables to collect data for GALANT, 9 other
automobile brands will also be studied to investigate their comparative
brand awareness and product positionings. These competitors will be
selected according to the frequency of being mentioned by the focus
group members. After these procedures, 25 image variables, a number of
geographic, demographic and behavioristic variables and 9 competitors




Probablistic sampling is employed to enable the researcher to make
estimation on the parameters of the population with the assessement
of errors in estimation. Stratified Sampling is adopted to increase
the representativeness of the sample.
The sample will be stratified. by different age group. The Hong Kong
statistics can provide detailed information on the distribution of age
in the Hong Kong population. The rationale to use stratified sampling
is because the perception and consumption pattern may vary significantly
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across different age group. The adoption of stratified sampling is
to account for this characteristic in the population by collecting data
from a wide range of age lest the data will concentrate on certain ages
and bias the findings.
Sample
In Chapter XII, the target market of GALANT is anybody whose age
is 30 or above. Therefore, the sample of this research will he
selected from consumers of that age.




ni= number of samples being selected rrom stratum 1
Ni= population size of stratum i
N= size of the sample frame (target market)
n =otl sample size_
The age-range of each stratum is 5 years old. The final age
groups (strata) to be sampled are listed as follows.
(1) Stratum 1 30- 35
(2) Stratum 2 36- 40
(3) Stratum 3 41- 45
(4) Stratum 4 46- 50
(5) Stratum 5 51- 55
(6) Stratum 6 56- 60
(7) Stratum 7 61- 65
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Data Collection Method
Data for the research will be gathered from a series of door to
door interviews conducted at the addresses selected from the Statistics
Department at random by use of a random table. The subjects selected
from each address will also be determined by the random table number.
Those people who are not within the scope of the sample frame will be
rejected.
The interview will take about three weeks, 7 days a week before
Chinese New Year, the peak season of automobile sales. The consumers'
perceptions towards automobile should be clearer within this time
period. A structure questionnaire, is used as survey instrument for all
eligible respondents. For MDS analysis, respondents are requested to
group 10 pictures of automobiles of different brands into groups
according to their similarity. This. method is called Subjective
Clustering which is one of the major data collection methods for MDS.
Analytical Framework Eby objective)
The analytical framework will be presented in the sequence of the
objectives. In order to facilitate the understanding of the analytical
techniques employed, dummy tables with equations are presented in the
APPENDICES.
Obi 1: To reveal the perception of the consumers toward GALANT
Semantic differential scales are used to score the responses of the
respondents from 1 to 5. The value of each scale will be averaged
across respondents.to obtain a profile in which a line will link all the
vrage responses of the scales to depict the perception pattern (see
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APPENDIX 21 and 9-2).
An expected line will also be plotted on the profile according to
the product positioning determined by the company. The difference
between these two lines can assess the effectiveness of the advertising
campaign and other marketing efforts..
Confidence interval at 95% will be established for each variable.
This confidence interval is to support the resulting information with
enough confidence to trigger the action of the management.
Obj 2: To investigate image of GALANT relative to competitors' images
in the target consumers' mind.
MDS is used in this research to obtain perceptual maps which
shows the positioning of GALANT relative to those of the competitors.
(see APPENDIX 23). The data collected by Subjective Clustering is
inputted to a program called KYST. This program will produce the MDS
configurations on various dimensions. Kruskal's Stress will be
utilized to determine the optimum number of dimensions.
A blank picture which represents an ideal automobiles will also be
included in the data collection procedure to obtain the ideal positioning
of luxury automobiles. This can be an important hint for the management
to decide the appropriate product positioning for GALANT.
Obj 3: To identify the awareness of GALANT relative to other competitors
The interviewer will ask the respondents to spell out a number of
automobile brands that come to their mind immediately. Based on the
order that the respondents spell out the brands, the inteviewers will
record the sequences and obtain the ranking of each brand. This rank
(ordinal data) will he transformed- into interval data and presented on
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a linear scale. The relative position of various brands on the scale
can indicate the psychological distance between different brands in the
consumers' mind (see APPENDIX 24 and 25).
Obi 4: To single out those significant factors that determine the
decision of the target consumers whether to buy CALANT or not.
Discriminant analysis will be-used to statistically distinguish
the GALANT-patronage: consumers who buy GALANT and non-GALANT-
patronage: consumers who will not buy GALANT. The data are collected
by asking the respondents what brand will they buy if they feel they
need an automobile.
The purpose. of discriminant analysis is to highlight those
significant factors which affect the consumers' preference on GALANT,
in accordance with the discriminant coefficients. All image,
geographies, demographics, behavioristic variables will be candidate
variables for the discriminat analysis (APPENDIX 26 and 27).
Obj 5: To determine the buying intention of the target consumers.
The buying intention of the target consumers is revealed by
asking the respondents whether they have the intention to buy
automobiles in the future, and when will they buy the new automobiles.
The demand of the population can then be determined accordingly.
Obj 6: To identify the awareness of the showrooms' locations by the
target consumers.
The respondents will he asked for the showroom locations. The
awareness of the, showrooms' _loca ti-ons' by the 'targe t consumers.-can be
inferred from the sampled data accordingly.
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Budget
$25 X 30=$ 750Interviewers fee (Pretest)






This business plan is a very detailed plan. Different objectives,
strategies and tactics have been set, but no matter how detailed a
business plan is, it is subjected to change in response to new
opportunities and threats. If a company regards the strategies and
tactics of a business plan as eternal truths, then it will lose sight of
valuable opportunities. To a more serious extent, when new threats
arise, this company may not be able to cope with them and may result in
total failure.
These new opportunities and threats have created changes in the
business environment continuously, and they are powerful enough to
transform a company's stengths into weaknesses and vice versa. In the
case of Universal Cars Limited, two years ago they were still selling
inexpensive automobiles with no luxury features. These automobiles
were very popular in the Hong Kong market by that time.
When the Government imposed severe tax on passenger cars to
reduce the passenger cars growth rate in 1982, the price of automobiles
has become so high that only high income families can afford to buy.
These families have become the major potential buyers for private
passenger cars. With their high social status, these high income
families are looking for prestigeous automobiles equipped with luxury
f,-aric_ Thi c ntenti_al market is very different from the target market
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served by the company at that moment.
In view of this, the Universal Cars Limited has repositioned its
products and equipped them with luxury features to attract wealthy
buyers. This new policy has reflected the adaptability of the company
to handle new opportunities and threats. The success of this policy
has proved the importance of strategic management and innovative
marketing thinking.
The same prinicple applies to this new business plan. Therefore,
great effort has been put in analyzing the company's internal and
external environment before developing the business plan. Nevertheless,
the company should continue to collect data about its environment
especially competitors' responses and government policy. Based on
these data, the company can predict the effects of the environment on
the business, and develop action programs accordingly.
A number of information systems are recommended for the Universal
Cars Limited. The purpose of these systems is to assist the management
not only to adapt changes but also anticpate them. With these systems,
the management can understand the business environment better and
prepare for opportunities and threats in advance.
APPENDICES
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APRIL 1, 1985PASSENGER CARS
LIST PRICEMODEL
HK$ 63,000.001500 GLX 3 door hatchback (5 speed Manual)COLT
$ 65,000.001500 GLX 5 door hatchback (5 speed manual)
$ 69,500.001500 GLX 5 door hatchback (3 speed automatic)
- 82PS (DIN) Ca 5500 rpm OHC engine
- Breakerless electronic ignition
- Heavy duty 60AH battery
- Height adjustable driver's seat
- Rear window demister: washer/wiper
- Electric remote control door mirrors
- Remote tailgate/fuel lid openers
- Digital quartz clock & Tachometer
- Large urethane safety bumpers
- Side protector mouldings
- Child-proof rear door locks (5 door models only)
Optional Equipments:
net $ 3,600.00Colt 1500 GLX 3 door hatchback, manual
- Power steering, Power windows, AM/FM radio cassette players, Large wheel covers
net $ 3,950.00Colt 1500 GLX 5 door hatchback, manual & automatic
- Power steering, Front power windows, Central door locks, AM/FM (MPX) radio/cassette
player,large wheel covers
$ 96,800.001600 ECI-TURBO 3 door sports hatchback (5 speed manual)
in addition to 1500 GLX
- 117PS (DIN)@ 5500 rpm OHC turbocharged engine
- Computer controlled electronic fuel injection (ECI)
- Power windows
- Close ratio sports transmission
- Sports type suspension & steering
- Heavy duty large size clutch
- Front ventilated disc brakes
- Rear anti-roll stabilizer bar
- 14" alloy wheels with 185/60HR14 low profile tyres





net $ 13,000.00- Suer Aero Kit (incl. local installation & paintwork)
$ 64,500.001500 GLX 4 door sedan (5 speed manual)LANCER $ 68,700.001500 GLX 4 door sedan (3 speed automatic)
- 82PS (DIN)@ 5500 rprn OHC engine
- Breakerless electronic ignition
- Heavy duty 60AH battery
- Rear window demister
- Height adjustable driver's seat
- Electric remote control door mirrors
- Remote boot/fuel-lid openers
- Split fold-down rear seat back
- Tachometer
- Digital quartz clock
- Side protector mouldings
- Child-proof rear door locks
$ 69,900.001500 MMCSuper Saloon (5 speed manual)
$ 73,800.001500 MMCSuper Saloon (3 speed automatic)
in addition to 1500 GLX
- Speed responding variable ratio power steering
- Large urethane safety bumpers
- Front power windows
- Electro-magnetic central door locks
- AM/FM (MPX) stereo radio
- Auto reverse stereo cassette player
- Full size wheel covers
- Front rear mudguards
- Two-tone colour scheme available
$ 92,800.001600 ECI-TURBO 4 door sports sedan (5 speed manual)
in addition to 1500 MMCSuper Saloon
- 117PS (DIN)@ 5500 rpm OHC turbocharged engine
- Computer controlled electronic fuel injection (ECI)
- Close ratio sports transmission
- Sports type suspension & steering
- Heavy duty large size clutch
- Front ventilated disc brakes
- Rear anti-roll stabilizer bar
- Laminated windscreen
- 14" alloy wheels with 185/60HR14 low profile tyres
- Halogen heudlarnps
(To be continued)
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APRIL 1,.PASSENGER CARS
LIST PRICEMODEL
$ 74,950.001800 GL Diesel 4 door sedan (5 speed manual) (Private Car Licensing)LANCER
- 58PS (DIN)@ 4500 rprn OHC diesel engine
- Patented silent shaft
- Super quick glow instant starting system
- Heavy duty large size clutch
- Engine oil cooler
$ 71,900.001600 GL 4 door saloon (4 speed manual)GALANT
- 78PS (DIN)@ 5000 rprn OHC engine
- Front ventilated disc brakes
- Anti-dive front suspension geometry
- Laminated windscreen
- Remote adjustable door mirrors
- Remote boot/fuel-lid openers
- Multi-adjustable driver's seat
- Child-proof rear door locks
- Side protector mouldings
$ 89,900.001600 GLS 4 door saloon (5 speed manual)
$ 92,500.001600 GLS 4 door saloon (3 speed automatic with ELC')
in addition to 1600 GL
- Speed responding variable ratio power steering
- AM/FM (MPX) stereo radio cassette player
- Automatic power antenna
- Power windows-
- Central door locks
- Electric remote-control door mirrors
- Tachometer voltmeter & digital clock
- Reclining rear seat with centre arm rest
$106,300.002000 Super Saloon 4 door (5 speed manual)
$113,300.002000 Super Saloon 4 door (4 speed automatic with ELC')
in addition to GLSfeatures
96PS (DIN)@ 5000 rpm OHC engine
LCD digital display meter
Manual 'OD' overdrive selector (A/T only)
- Constant speed cruise control
-- Headlarrrp jet washers
185/70-14 lyres
High grade AM/FM stereo radio-cassette sound system
- 4 way 6 speakers with front/rear fader
Large size front ventilated disc brakes
8 way multi-adjustable driver's seat
- Super luxurious interior trims
-- Halogen headlamps
- Two tone colour scheme available
$ 73,800.001600 L 5 door stationwagon (4 speed manual)
$ 89,900.001800 GLX 5 door 7 seater (5 speed manual)SPACE It 93,900.001800 GLX 5 door 7 seater (3 speed automatic)WAGON
- 88PS (DIN)@ 5000 rpm OHC engine
- Unique new styling design concept
- Super wide, high spacious interior
- Passenger car comfort plus van size capacity
- Flexible 3 row seating versatility
- Fully reclinable, lay flat rear seats
- Fashionable two-tone colour as standard
- 4 wheel independent suspension
- Silicone filled variable rate shockabsorbers
- Ventilated front disc brakes
- Speed responding variable rate power steering
- Power windows with driver central control
- Central door locking system
- Child-proof rear door locks
- Electric remote-control door mirrors
- Electromagnetic operated tailgate opener
- AM/FM (MPX) stereo radio-cassette player
- Digital quartz clock
- Rear window dernister, wiper/washer
- Super luxurious interior trims
- 185/70HR 13 steel belted radial tyre
-Computercontrolled Lock in automatic transmission for efficiency & economy unique to Mitsubishi
vehicles. NET PRICE
AR.CONDtTIONERS:S: (factory built-in) HK$. 4,200.00
Colt & Lancer $ 4,900.00
Galant & Space Wagon
RUSTPROOFING:( year warranty) $ 700.00
Colt & Lancer $ 750.00
Galant $ 850.00
Space Wagon
N.B. Optional equipments are installed direct from Mitsubishi factory, supply are subject to availability.




APPENDIX 2 Exterior and Interior Styling of COLT Series
00GLX
MITSUBISHI







APPE4NDIX 4 Exterior and Interior Stvlng of GALANT Series
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APPENDIX 5 Exterior ad Interior Styling of SPACE AGON Series
Front ELRseat belts, air-conditioner, didgital quartz clock, electrically controlled door
mirrors, AM/FM radio and stereo cassette palayer-opt.
Front ELR seat belts, air-conditioner, digital quartz clock, AM/FM radio and stereo
cassette player-opt.
84 宇嶄新設計之三菱力駒，短小精悍，衝勁十一足，朝氣勃勃，所至!
議 一 雜 焉 磾 馳 . 的 快 感 ， 猶、 如 置 身 賽 聿 跑 道 上 駕 备 菱 力 | ， ； ： 渾 身 是 勁 ？ 無 往 而 不 利 ！
： 三 菱 〔 電 召 試 車 士 服 務 泛 想 ， 試 爾 兰 菱 耗 車 》 隨 時 隨 地 只 需 》
'1|' 3-7211111 5-528.1 5
6 CTURSO 1 597ccQHC為城巾祖霣堪
想：主紂引笮 U 7hp@5500rpm«跑氧弍蜣褂系过
53 14蚵佥金簞锊60系跑簞呔蹄止加;











Lancer MMC.The Sporting Sophisticate. Young and Active. Playing it cool
In the new City Life with driveability and special Super Saloon comfort.
Nobody does it better than Lancer Super Saloon. Get in the game
Mitsubishi Home Delivery Test Drivve: We'll deliver a new Mitsubishi
to you, anywhere, any time for a fest drive. Give us a call, foday
LRNCER
SUPER SALOON
LancerSuperSaloon:Powersteering . front power
windows.central doorlocks. AM/FMstereo radio/
cassette.electric remotecontrol mirrors. super
luxury appointments,Lancer1.5 GLX:1468cxOHC













NOBODY DOES IT BETTER MITSUBISMI-otors StoreDartryMoterGrovd Men's Wardrobeby D'URBAN
無 論 外 出 購 物 、 郊 遊 、 或 是 上 班 ， 魅 力 四 射 的 三 菱 力 勁 都 能
惹 來 艷 羨 目 光 。 因 爲 三 菱 力 勁 外 形 瀟 灑 典 雅 ， 車 廂 設 備 豪
華 ， 凌 駕 同 級 房 軍 。 不 愧 是 大 受 歡 迎 的 高 級 豪 華 房 車 。 請 即
5851121。 人 ； 入 口 少 工 工 人 ；
三受力纫调有：冤勣前菡， 法隳風; 由拔，冤力逸控軍鬥倒浚誤，母；子了火




， 望 靜 ： 莲 淑 麵 測12
617
遝鑼0 771 9“” ，
10825:3-721 I 1I I 杳龙忏：
三 菱 力 勁 高 級 豪 華 房 車 以 驕 人 魅 力 ， 越 来 越 受 時 代 女 性 歡
， 迎 。 因 爲 力 勁 之 豪 華 設 備 ， 凌 駕 同 級 房 車 ， 行 駛 流 暢 ， 操 縱 容
易 ， 更 能 符 合 高 貴 淑 女 的 要 求 。 無 論 社 交 應 酬 ， 或 購 物 代 步 ，
同 樣 理 想 ， 不 愧 是 最 能 迎 合 淑 女 心 意 的 高 級 豪 華 房 車 。
5 2.,“+ 3 111 7如
I, X 电别 把 了 工 巧 议 祝 ， 电立湾考彡；]々吞士 1
厶 籌
7 0 7356 17
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品 ： 味 人 仕 帶 來 至 高 享 受 與 派 頭 。 不 但 外 型 出 衆 自 成 一 格 ， 而 且 設 計
之 訏 適 卓 越 , 亦 足 以 傲 視 同 儕 ， 處 處 爲 你 帶 來 充 滿 貴 族 氣 息 的 享 受 !
运 三 菱 ， 電 召 試 車 ： ！ 服 務 ： ， : ： 想 試 駕 三 菱 新 車 ？ 隨 時 隨 地 只 需 士 到
‘1 3r-7211 111 5-528156竑
佳力超級彔華房車特色 1997CC有翠薛起
MITSUBISHI
駕 駛 三 菱 形 象 鲜 明
環 宇 汽 車 有 限 公 司
陳列室 九龍柯士甸道 108號電話 3-721 1111
香港香港仔大道 236號電話 5-5 2 8156
APPENDIX 11 Sales Booklet of GALANT Series
2000 Super Saloon 2000 Super Saioon-AT
(To be continued)
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ALL H,BIX 11 Sales Book Let of GABANP jeries (Cont.)
Regal in bearing, beauteous in form,
authoritative in manner...
The apex of civilized motoring.
The new .V'litsubishi Galant
2000 Super Saloon for 1984.
The new Mitsubishi Galant's
a blend of a desgner's vision and
a wind tunnel's computer analys
Such modern aerodynamies
whisper quietmotoring enfor
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design is at once elegant, yet
purposeful. A shape leanly crafted,
yet strikingly clean of line.
Under these sleek, distinguished
Unes are other design and engineer
ing hallmarks sure to be appreci
ated by discerning drivers
Within, a revolutionary Wing
(To be continued)
Column Control Centre redefins
the way the driver interacts with
his automobile. A spacious, elegant
cabin envirnonment and wide, com
fortable seats assure relaxing,
long-distance motoring pleasure.
Below, equally revolutionary
chassis dynamics serve to re
confirm the Galant's concem with
passenger riding comfort while pro
viding the driver with a heightened
level of driving control. Advanced
powerplant-transmission design
serve to balance economy with
performance on demand
149Sales Booklel of (cont.)11
Exemplary in driveability, riding pleasure and comfort...
The driver cockpit is revolu. measuring leg room, head room allow the driver to find the mor
onary in its concept, exemplary and shoulder room by the metre. comfortable setting for himself
he Wing Cohumn Control Centre 1450 mm wide, 1150mm high Leg adjusmble while the large rear;
river interacts with his auto. sive-870mm for front passcngers. back and ,like the front passeng
obile. Every control is precisely 815mm for rear passcngers. seat, features mtilti-adjustable
rrayed for quick access, every dial The seals are pccrless in the head iestraints.
nd gauge is exactly arranged for way they cushion their occupants,
ase of viewing.
unmatched in their fatigue-free
Thecabinisthoughtfulint ecomfort.Thefrontdriver'sscat
annerin whichit utilizesspace.features8-wayadjustabilityto
The cabin is thoughiful in the comfort ,The front driver's scat





mg (olumn (ont ol)(entre
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The ventilation system is ultra-
quiet in operation, ultra-efficient
in the way it distributes and circu-
lates air within the cabin. A dual
bi-level air-mix heater keeps the
cabin climate comfortable for year
round motoring enjoyment. Multi-
adjustable 1. eating and cooling
outlets allow warm and cool air to
ve directed to different levels of
the cabin simultaneously.
Luxury and safety features are
extensive in range, exacting in
function. Power steerign, power
windows and electrically remote
control door mirrors are just a few
of the many deluxe items standard
on the Super Saloon. Optional are
the air-conditioner and auto cruise
control. Safety feature receive
equal billing. lncluded are emer-
gency-locking retractor (Elr) seat
belts front and rear, a central door
locking system, child-proof door











(To be continucd) Capacjous 360 litre boot
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Advanced in engineering for driver
enjoyment and passenger comfort
Evolutionary advances in
engine and transmission designs
alone place this motorcar in rare-
fred company...The Super Balance
Supension brings a new dimension
to passenger comfort and driver
responsive control.
The new 2 litre free revving
engine is powerful in the way it
operates willingly without fuss
and bother, frugal in the way it
uses petrol.Mated to either a
5-speed manual with overdrive or
to a new 4-speed automatic trans
mission with ELC,an electronic
control system which minimizes
power and torque loss,it offers
power on demand when it's wanted,
economy when it's not.Patented
Silent Shafts lower the noise and
vibration of this high specification
engine to a whisper.
The chassis dynamics are truly
evolutionary in the way they give
Passenger comfort equal billing
with crisp road behaviour and
driving safety.Modified
Macpherson strut front suspension
(To be continued)
gemetry is frimly mounted to the
chassis cross menber but separated
from by cight rubber bushes to
isolate road noise and vibration.
The rack and pinion steering,
also mounted on the chassis cross
member for higher lateral rigidity,
provides sharper nandling quicker
response, lighte steering effort.
Speed related power steering
makes driving pure joy.
Equally ingenious is the rear
suspension. The wide axle design.
trailing amns,novel springs and
obliquely set shock absorbers and
anti-roll bar combine to provide
an all-new level of passenger com-
fort and driver control.Zero camber
layout assures high lateral stability
while equally high longitudinal
stability prevents oversteeer and
minimizes roll.
4.speed automatic silentShafts
AFFNDIX 11 Sales Booklet of GALANT Series (Cont.)
The brake system is traditional
in design,advanced in the way it
provides safe, assured stopping
power.Ventilated front disc brakes
and rear drums with leading and
trailing shoes are backed up by
a failsafe X-line brake system
while a pressure control valve pre-
vents early wheel lock-up during
hard braking.
The new Galant is also out.




a wide variety of other noise
damping techniques were used to
create an unsurpassed level of
cabin quietness. At 100km/h, the
noise level in the front passenger's
seat of the Super Saloon is a
mere 64dB*!
Ventilated front disc brakes
*measured by Mitsubishi Mostors
Super Balance Suspension
Eight rubber bushes isolate noise
and vibration
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Liquid crystal digital display Auto-cruise control

























































































































BRAKES Rear Drumswith leadingandtrailing shoes
TYRES Front& rear 165SR-14
Note:Thesespeciticationsare subjectto changewithoutnotice.Someof the equrpmentshownin productillustrationsis
optional.Conterwith yourdeaterto confirmthe detail specificationsandequtpmeatavailablein yourmarket
measuredby MitsubishiMotors,
OENUINE PARTS Mitsubishigenuineparts keep your car at its best for years on end.
MAJOR FEATURES
2000 Super Saloon 2000 Super Saloon-A/T
Wheel cover (full) Ventilated front diso
brakes Mud guards Tinted glass Bronze
glass Laminated & tinted windscreen
Colour-keyed/dark gray bumper with bright
moulding Electric remote control door mirrors
Fully concealed wipers Side protector
moulding Halogen headlamps Multi-adjustab
front head restraints Multi-adjustable rear hea
Height-adjustable steering Power steering
Power windows Centre door locking system
Air-MIX heater (bi-level type) AM/FM radio
(MPX) with power antenna Stereo cassette
player Digital quartz clock Front map lamps
Rear personal lamps Remote boot/fuel fid
opener Boot lamp kffynubated asgtrat &
cigar lighter on facia Headiamp buzzer monito
Options 185/70 HR 14 tyres Light alloy
wheels High ground clearance suspension
2000 cc
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APPENDIX 12 Copy of the Brand Name Logo
A major characteristic of the proposed new logo is that it
deemphasizes the three diamonds and emphasizes the word 'Mitsubishi'.
The new logo is actually adopted from the Mitsubishi emblam attached to
the car rear trunk cover. This logo is very different from the one used
for household appliances.
Another characteristic of the new logo is the emphasis of the
word 'Motors'. This 'Motors' is put on the top right corner of the
word 'Mitsubishi', a rather odd position, to attract the consumers





APPENDIX 13 Television Story Board for GALANT and LANCER Serie
Description:
This commercial uses an emotional appeal since the messages
it conveys is emotional images rather than rational arguments. The
whole story in the commerical proceeds in the form of 'slice of life',
which show that the character in the story (Mitsubishi man) is going to
his office with his beautful wife. This is a possible usage pattern of
Mitsubishi autombile since going to office is nothing special and
formal, Mitsubishi automoobile is good enough.
At the beginning, the Mitsubishi man opens a drawer where there
are a key for Mitsubishi and a key for Benz, this shows that Mistsubishi
man owns another luxury car, Mitsubishi is only his second car. After
he got into the new GALANT,there are several shots on the product
features and some demonstrations as well. Features of GALANT are used
because GALANT is the best automobile of Mitsubishi, and it has many
attractive features.
Near the end of the commerical, Mitsubishi man drives the GALANT up
the slope to the car park exit to show the strong engine performance of
GALANT. When the car passes by the security guard, he give his salute
to GALANT, this arrangement is reduce the psychological risk of the
consumers and show that GALANT is recognized by the public. Finally,
a close up of the Mitsubishi logo on the trunk cover is to relate
everything happen in the commercial to the brand name logo.
The slogan of GALANT and LANCER Series is 'This is Luxury'. This
slogan further reinforce the luxury images show on the screen. Another
purpose of this slogan is to educate the consumers that Mitsubishi has
This slogan will be used in all other adverising copies to maintain
image consistency. The Chinese version of 'This is Luxury'is
你 的 豪 華 座 駕
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APPENDIX 14 Printed Advertising Draft Copy for GALANT and LANCER Series
Description:
The copy is very similar to the last shot on the story board which
shows both GALANT and LANCER Series parked near the entrance of the
luxury apartment that appears in the television commercial. This is to
maintain consistency between these two advertising efforts such that
when the readers see this advertisement on the printed media, they will
recall the messages conveyed to them from the television commercial.
At the bottom of the page, additional pictures of the luxury features









Printed Advertisement Draft Copy
for GALANTand LANCERSeries
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APPENDIX 15 Direct Mailing Package for GALANT and LANCER Series
Description:
The direct mailing package includes a phamplet and a name card of
the sales representative (not included in this APPENDIX). The phamplet
is designed as an invitation card similar to those that are used in
hotels. This design should give the receiver a luxury and high class
feeling. The contents of the phamplet contain an introduction-- This
is luxury, features and performance of the GALANT and LANCER Series.
The phamplet also includes a lot of illustrations of the features to
create a visual impact on the consumers.
The inside pages is shorter than the cover such-that when the
consumers are reading the material on these pages, he can still see the
product features on the inside covers. In the contents conerning the
performance of the car, the picture of an award is included to increasE
the message persuasion power. The inside pages also have a picture
of the luxury apartment to remind the consumers about the TV commercial
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APPUNDIX 15 Direct <ao;omg Package for GALANT and LANCER Series(Cont.)














APPENDIX 16 Sales Package for GALANT and LANCER Series
Description:
The sales package include a phamplet, sales letter and a name card
of the sales representative (not included in this APPENDIX). The
phamplet is the one shown in APPENDIX 4. The contents of the sales
letter covers the trade-in value of their used cars. This trade-in
value is an estimation, and each sales representative should provide a
trade-in value list for each type of automobile. The sales letter also
explains why the reader has to switch to Mitsubishi automobiles. The




An Invitation to Luxury
Do you know that a lot of people like you are replacing their used cars?
Just take a look and you'll find how many new cars are running on the
roads! If you are going to join these new car owners, we are very
happy to invite you to try our new Mitsubishi automobiles-- a new
dimension of luxury.
Imagine our GALANT or LANCER, with its advanced aerodynamic yet elegant
appearance attracts the attention of other drivers and pedestrians while
you are driving it on the streets. In this hot summer season, our
powerful air-conditioning system and multi-adjustable seats keep you
and your passengers in a cool, comfortable and luxury environment while
the high Quality cassette Dlaver is DlavinQ beautiful music.
At your driver seat, you have the full control of your car's performance
through the power steering, automatic cruise control* and liquid crystal
digital display panel*.
We believe that not too many people like you deserve this luxury
automobile, so why stay with your used car and lose the opportunity to
experience this new dimension of luxury?
For your reference, we estimate that your used car's trade-in value
would be, so you are saving a great deal of money if you
come to our invitation now! Please contact us immediately and you will
know more about the luxury that is waiting for you.
Sincerely yours
Sales Manager


























APPENDIX 19 Direct Mailing Package for SPACE WAGON Series
The direct mailing package consists of a sales letter and a
booklet (which is not included in this APPENDIX). The sales letter
is listed below.
Dear Sir/Madam,
Business Class on Ground
Imagine a new type of ground transportation which can carry 7 executives
or V.I.P. of your company through the busy streets economically, and it
can keep its passengers in an environment comparable with the airliners'
business class.
These 7 passengers are seated in ergonomically designed seats. The
powerful air conditioning system will keep the passengers in a cool
comfortable environment while looking at other company's executives
sweating at the bus stops or taxi stands in the long hot summer. The
high quality stereo cassette and radio plays excellent music to
entertain its passengers who are on their way to any places the MTR
can't go.
If your executives or customers have to take large size luggages or
equipment with them, this luxury transportation has more than 1001
seat arrangement variations to meet different transporation needs.
This is a new generation of luxury transportation for your company, and
we call it the SPACE WAGON. It is a combination of the luxury of a
prestigeous automobile and the practicality of a van. Enclosed please
find a booklet of SPACE WAGON in which you can obtain detailed
information about its luxury features and specifications.
If you want to know more about how the SPACE WAUUN can tit your
company's transporation needs, please feel free to contact us. Thank
you for your kind attention.
Sincerely yours,
Sales Manager
Encl: Booklet of SPACE WAGON
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APPENDIX 21 Data on the Consumers' Perceptions towards GALANT
Rexpondent




















Sample standard deviation :














APPENDIX 22 Consumers Perception Profile for GALANT








1 2 3 4 5
Note: An and An' are the stimuli wordings converted from the descriptioi
of the variables e.g. Variable: Quality
Stimulus (An): High Quality
(An'): Poor Quality
Two lines will be drawn on this profile:
a) Consumers' perception
b) Product image set by the company
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Note: This is only a hypothetical result of MDS analysis. In actual
result, more than 1 significant configuration may be generated.
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f(An)=Frequency of brand A in a specific rank responded by the
subjects
p= P roportion of a particular brand
f= F requency of a particular brand in a specific rank
position
R = Rank (1,2,3,4,........10)
n = Number of brands
N = Total number of respondents
The corresponding Z value can be found out by looking it up in the
normal distribution table.
Ad justed Z = make the smallest Z value to O by adding or subtracting a
constant to it, and perform the same arithmetic operation
on all the other Z values.
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APPENDIX 25 The Position of Various Brands on an Interval Scale
Mitsubishi Toyota BMW Mercedes
GALANT Crown Benz 380
Honda
Accord
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Adjusted Z value
Note: This is only a hypothetical result.
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APPENDIX 26 Data Matrix for Discriminant- Analy.vi c
Variables
RPsnnndPnt nn_ Vl V2 V3 V4 Vm*
(GALANT-
Patronage)






Averae(p) XI(p) X2(p) X3(p) X4(p). Xm(p)
(Non-GALANT-
Patronage)






Xm(npiX1(np) X2(np) X3(np) X4(np)Average(np)
'Maximum number of variable is 25, i.e. Max(m) LS
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APPENDIX 27 Determination of the Discriminant Function
1) Determine the D(Vm)
D(Vm)= The difference in the average of the two groups of
consumer with respect to Vm (Variable m)
= Xm(p)- Xm(np)
By comparing the D(Vm) of various variable, one can identify which
variable has the largest difference between the two groups' averages.
2) Determine the deviation matrix of the two groups of respondents






3) Determine the Covariance Matrix for the two groups of data
(to obtain two square matrix)
Si= A1'A1
S2= A2'A2
4) Determine the Pooled Covariance Matrix
P= S1+ S2
5) Determine the Discriminant Coefficients Matrix
-1
b= P D
The discriminant function resulted:
Y= bl (V1) 1- bL V L) -r 1S3IV))
6) Calculation of critical value (Yc)
Vn= Vn(p)+ Vn(np) /2
Yc= b1(V1)+ b2(V2)+ b3(V3)+
7) Test for misclassificatior
Classify the subjects by submitting their data into the discriminant
function, and then determine their predicted classification by:
If Ycn Yc= The subject is GALANT-patronage
If Ycn Yc= The subject is Non-GALANT-patr_ona.gE
Predicted AccurateRespondent Actual
















a+ b± c+ db+ da+ cTotal
a+ d
Classification accuracy
a+ b+ c+ d
8) Significant testing
=0Hypothesis: Ho: bl= b2= b3=
=0Hl: b1 b2 b3#
(Hotelling and Nabalanobis Test)









d = n(p) + n(np) -2 D D'b
n(p) =number of GALANT-patronage respondents
n(np) =number of non-GALANT-patronage respondents
first degree of freedom = m
second degree of freedom = n(p) + n(np) - m - l
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